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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship
between accounting and the communication process.

It is desired

to develop a frame of reference that will provide a unified con
ception of the process of accounting and, at the same time, a
sense of direction for accounting theory.
The approach to this study is to examine the process of com
munication in order to develop a model that is applicable to ac
counting.

A survey is made of the areas of communication theory

and General Semantics in developing this model.
This study indicates that accounting can be explained \ri.thin
the framework of a communication model consisting of the following
elements:

(1) source, (2) event, (3) originator, (4) encoder,

(5) message, (6) channel, (7) receiver, (8) decoder, and (9) feed
back.

Through supporting assumptions, accounting is related to

these elements:
1.

Source refers to the accounting entity, which is
operationally defined as the unit whose activities
are being reported in a particular report.

2.

Event refers to the economic fact-event that is per
ceived as a transaction.

3.

Originator refers to the person who perceives the need
for information about certain fact-events, and directs
that a report be prepared.

h.

Encoder refers to the accountant who —

with the assist

ance of the bookkeeping department and others —

abstracts

characteristics from the economic fact-events and encodes
them in accounting terminology.
5.

Message refers to the financial reports or statements
which convey information about the economic fact-event(s).

6.

Channel refers to the method and media by which the
message is transmitted.

7.

Receiver refers to the addressee and/or user of the ac
counting information.

8.

Decoder refers to the person —

generally, the receiver —

who evaluates the accounting message and assigns some
meaning or significance to it.
9-

Feedback refers to the information that the source
perceives from the response of the receiver.

It is suggested that these elements constitute the accounting process.
It is further suggested that these elements should be considered
as-a-whole rather than each in Isolation in order to obtain the true
nature of accounting.
This study also indicates that the General Semantic concepts
of abstracting and evaluating information are applicable to account
ing.

It is suggested that economic fact-events have an infinite

number of characteristics, but that only a few of these characteristics

are perceived by an observer.

Even fewer of these characteristics

are included when the fact-event is symbolized in words and figures.
Thus, there can be no absolute certainty concerning the information
contained in an accounting report.
Evaluation of an accounting report should take into consider
ation the symbolism of the words and figures in the report and the
process nature of the economic reality that produced the fact-events.
It is suggested that the extensional devices of (1) dating, (2) indexing, (3) hyphen,

quotes, and (5) etc. will tend to orient the

evaluator toward the process nature of the accounting data and
will help him make a more realistic evaluation of accounting infor
mation.
The general conclusion of this study is that accounting is
a communication function, and that the communication frame of refer
ence provides a unique and unified conception of the accounting
process.

This frame of reference also provides a sense of direction

for accounting theory, and a basis for both additional research
toward a general theory of accounting and for the refinement of
the present structure of accounting.

CHAPTER I

ORIENTATION TO THE STUDY

The accounting profession has long recognized the role accounting
plays in informing the various interested parties of the financial
aspects of the business enterprise*
say:

For example, Mason and Davidson

"The primary function of accounting is to provide information

that will help to make economic activity move more smoothly and more
1
intelligently."
Another author makes the same point when he states:
Accounting is a means of communication in a complex,
financially-dominated society. It provides information
for making many decisions, not only by management, but
by almost all important groups in society.
"Providing information" implies more than just supplying a mass of
data, however.

The data supplied must be selected on the basis of

what it will be used for and with the required interpretation kept
upper-most in mind.
Accounting communications involve the complete communication
process, as do all business reports.

This means that all business

reports include all of the elements of the communication process
and that they have a purpose.

Professor Leland Brown points out:

^Perry Mason and Sidney Davidson, Fundamentals of Accounting
(Brooklyn, N. Y.: The Foundation Press, Inc., 1 9 5 3 ) . P* 460.
^Donald A. Corbin, "The Revolution in Accounting," The Accounting,Review, XXXVII (October, 1962), 627.
1

2

Every biciness report has a purpose to accomplish; It
may provide information for making a decision, . . . per
suade the reader to a point of view, analyse and interpret
data for reaching conclusions, or encourage a favorable
attitude.3

*

The same writer goes on to relate this point of view to accounting
reports:
The content of the corporation annual report . . . is se
lected, arranged, and presented so that it accomplishes
varying purposes for its several groups of readers. To
the stockholder the annual report gives an accounting of
the financial and business operations of the company to
keep him interested and satisfied. As a result, favorable
attitudes and relations are maintained; . . . .
To the employee
the report gives specific facts and general information about
his company.
Too often, accountants forget, or ignore, this aspect of accounting
reports, but the most important function of accounting is "to display
the facts as they exist in a particular situation and for a particular
purpose.''-^
If the accountant is to accomplish his purpose, he must necessari
ly "be concerned with meaning and significance of information and be
able to relate it to the goals and objectives of the business,"^

If

j

the accountant fails to take the meaning of a report into account, then
the report will quite likely fail to achieve the purpose for which it

^Leland Brown, Communicating Facts and Ideas in Business
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), p. 25.
^Ibid., p. 26.
^George S. Hills, The Law of Accounting and Financial State
ments (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1957)» p.Tk
F. Warren Brooks, "A Financial Vice-President Looks at Ac
counting, " NAA Bulletin. XLIII, No. 10 (June, 1962), 66.

was designed.

As David Berio so aptly put it:

"Too often, writers

think that their job is to write technical reports rather than to
affect the behavior of their readers."''7 Accountants do affect the
behavior of their readers, and they should analyze and write their
reports with this in mind.

I.

PURPOSE OP THE STUDY

The central theses of this study are (l) that accounting is a
communication function, and (2) that to obtain maximum benefit from
accounting, an orientation toward the communication process is neces
sary.
In developing these theses, the author has
(1) Examined the accounting process within the framework
of a communication model.
(2) Examined the concept of process and related accounting
to the process point of view.
(3) Provided an orientation toward accounting that will aid
in the proper evalnation of accounting data so that the
best and most meaning will result.

II.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Background of Philosophy
Accounting thought has developed within the framework of our
Western culture, relying on the system or systems of eva3.uation used
by the people involved.

This system, of evaluation —

or thought —

is called the Aristotelian philosophy because of the influence

^David K. Berio, The Process of Communication (New York:
Holt, Hinehart and Winston, Inc., 196oJ, p. 13-

k

Aristotle's teachings had on Western thought.

As Wendell Johnson

points out:
So influential were his /Aristotle's/ works that our civi
lisation has come to be referred to as aristotelian. There
is not one among us who has not been deeply affected by his
teachings . . . . we are all essentially aristotelian in
our outlook, in our fundamental attitudes, or set, or ori
entation to life.
Alfred Korzybski likewise says that Aristotle formulated a system
so complete that "it has moulded our orientations and evaluations
up to the present.
Within the past century, however, a new system of evaluation
has developed which is often called the scientific method.

The scien

tific method, while retaining much of the aristotelian philosophy,
has discarded many of the aristotelian concepts and laws of logic
that tended to hinder scientific progress.

In this period, science

has made rapid strides forward, with many of the advances made as
a direct result of ignoring, or disregarding, some previously held
concept that denied the possibility of such a step.

Einstein's

theory of relativity, for example, would have been impossible without
disregarding certain concepts of Newtonian physics.

Other physical

scientists have also discovered that many of their long-held concepts
just were not true in the light of present-day knowledge.

By disre

garding such out-of-date concepts, these scientists have found that

^Wendell Johnson, "People in Quandaries," ETC.: A Review of
General Semantics, I, No. 2 (Winter, 19^3-^)» 71*
^Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity: An Introduction to
Non-aristotelian Systems and General Semantics, "(Third Edition; Lake
ville, Conn.; The International Non-aristotaLian Library Publishing
Co., 19^+8), p. xxiii.
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previously unexplainable phenomena can now be tinderstood and explained.
While physical scientists have made considerable use of the new
scientific mode of thinking, the social scientists and the general
population have lagged behind.

One notable exception has been the

development and use of the system of General Semantics.
In 1933 Alfred Korzybski published Science and Sanity, a monu
mental work that comprised years of study and research.

Drawing on

the concepts and ideas of many fields of study and the works of many
of the great thinkers of history, Korzybski formulated a new system
of thought and evaluation.

He called his new system of thought a

non-aristotelian system to indicate that it was a parallel system
to that of Aristotle's, rather than a system to supplant the old
philosophy.
This new system of thought made use of the scientific mode of
thinking and evaluation, and applied it to the everyday problems
of living.

Korzybski's avowed purpose was to show that "simple yet

powerful structural factors of sanity can be found in science."^
Retaining those concepts of Aristotle's that remain valid in the
light of present-day knowledge, Korzybski rejected only those concepts
that lead to an unsane adjustment or mis-evaluation.
Essentially, what Korzybski rejected were the three laws of
Aristotle's logic as they are applied in making evaluations.
laws of logic give us the rules of reasoning embodied in
(1) Identity:

A is A 1

(2) Non-contradiction:

^ I b i d . , p. lifcix

A cannot be both B and not-B.

These

6

(3) Excluded middle:

A must be B or not-B.

The law of identity says that man is man, truth is truth, etc.
This can lead to confusing the ''word" with the "thing"; e.g., the
word "chair" is confused with the object "chair", or a chair today
is evaluated as being the same chair tomorrow.
The law of noncontradiction says that something cannot be both
a man and not a man, something cannot be both true and not true,
etc.

This law can lead to considering a statement or belief as all

right or all wrong, excluding the possibility of different interpre
tations being made by different persons.
The law of the excluded middle says that anything is either a
man or not a man, anything is either true or not true, etc.

This

law leads to the either-or, two-valued orientation which excludes
a multi-valued orientation with degrees of probability in evaluations.
When these laws are restricted to the area of logic and the use
of syllogisms, they cannot be refuted.

It is only when they become

a part of our thought processes and are used in making evaluations
that they become misleading and wrong.
It is in light of this new system of thought —
Semantic (non-aristotelian) system —

the General

that this study is made, with

the hope that accountants may become oriented toward making a nonaristotelian evaluation of accounting data.

Background of Accounting Theory
Accounting has long been characterized as being economic
and statistical in nature, with aspects of other disciplines occasion
ally attributed to it.

Professor A. C. Littleton states that "the

7
subject matter of accounting is inescapably economic and its basic
11

methodology is unquestionably statistical in character."

Accepted

definitions stress the economic and statistical aspects of accounting.
For example, F. Sewell Bray proposed the following definition:
Accounting is the art of recording, classifying and summa
rizing in terms of units of money the many and diverse eco
nomic transactions which day by day enter into the business
affairs of society.^2
Another widely accepted definition of accounting is the one issued
by the Committee on Terminology of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants:
Accounting is the art of recording, classifying, and summa
rizing in a significant manner and in terms of money, trans
actions and events which are, in part at least, of a financial
character, and interpreting the results t h e r e o f . "*3
Even the most recent "authoritative" definition continues to
stress the economic and statistical characteristics of accounting:
The function of accounting is (1 ) to measure the resources
held by specific entities; (2) to reflect the claims against
and the interests in those entities; (3) to measure the changes
in those resources, claims and interests; (4-) to assign the
changes to specifiable periods of time; and (5) to express the
foregoing in terms of money as a common denominator.^

111.:

^ A . C. Littleton, Structure of Accounting Theory (Urbana,
American Accounting Association, 1953)* P» 8.

12F. Sewell Bray, The Measurement of Profit (London:
University Press, 19^9)* P* 1.

Oxford

^ ^Review and Resume, Accounting Terminology Bulletins. No. 1
(New York: American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1953)*
p. 9*
^^Maurice Moonitz, The Basic Postulates of Accounting. AICPA
Research Study No. 1 (New York: American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, 1961), p. 23.
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Significantly, accounting theory and practices have developed
along lines suggested by such an understanding of accounting.

Rules

for classification and reporting of accounting data rely on economic
and statistical concepts.
There can be no doubt that accounting is concerned with economic
data and that statistical procedures are used in handling this data.
It appears to the author, however, that the definitions above, and
the theory and practice of accounting, miss an important point:
primary function of accounting is to communicate.

The

Accounting theory

and practices, therefore, should be developed within the framework
of the communications process.

Background of Communications Process
In recent years communications theory has been profitably intro
duced into various areas of the sciences, both physical and social,
The elements involved in the communication process are admirably suited
to any area of study in which process is involved.

These elements

include, as a bare minimum, a source, s. message, and a destination.
Frequently, another element —
a dynamic system.

feedback —

is involved which completes

By relating other process systems to the communi

cation process, the elements can be analyzed separately and then
their interrelationships can be studied along the lines suggested
by communications research;
There are many possible approaches to communication theory. J
The approach taken in this study is that a broad, non-mathematical

1-Tor
'i
a comprehensive survey of the field of communication theo
ry, the reader is referred to Colin Cherry, Gn Human Communication:. A
Review, a Survey and a Criticism (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,

9
conceptual frameirork of the communication process is appropriate to
the study of the accounting process.^

The author is not primarily

interested in the communication model as such, but is interested
in the process of communication and how accounting is related to it.

The Concept of Process
Several references have already been made in this study to the
word process.

Obviously process is a key concept in this study,

but what is to be conceived and understood by this term?

A dictionary

defines process as "any phenomenon which shox^s continuous change
in time."

The concept involved here, however, is more than that

definition implies.
We live in a process world, a dynamic world, a world in which
change is ever present.

Cassius J. Keyser says:

For the most obvious, the most embracing,, the most poignant
and the most tragic fact in the pageant we call the world is
the fact of change; in the xjorld of sense, nothing abides.1?
Today we know that nothing is static:

from inside the atom to the

universe as a whole, everything moves.

This concept of the world

differs from that held up until the time of Isaac Newton.

The tra

ditional belief was that the x-rorld could be divided into "static
entities" and "pracesses."

This belief is still held by many in

their evaluations of reality.

^ S u c h an approach was recently suggested in an article by
Norton M. Bedford and Vahe Baladouni, "A Communication Theory Approach
to Accountancy," The Accounting Review. X X X V H (October, 19^2), 650.
^?Cassius J. Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy (New Xork:
Dutton & Co., 1922), p. 181.

E. P.
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Many people today believe that when analyzing a process, they
can analyze the component parts, add them together, and the total
will be equal to the whole.

For example, in analyzing a business,

the various elements that go into making up a business will be ana
lyzed and valued separately, then added together to determine the
total value of the business.

Unfortunately, this is not likely to

give the true value; it will probably be somewhat more or less be
cause of the relationships between the elements.

In one • j.ation-

ship, the value of one of the elements will be greater or lesser than
it would be in another relationship; and this is true of all the
elements.

In making an evaluation, the relationship of the elements

involved cannot be ignored.
This study views accounting as a dynamic process dealing with
a dynamic, process reality —
extremely important.

a reality in which relationships are

Such a view leads to a more realistic interpre

tation and evaluation of accounting data.

III.

APPROACH TO THE STUD!

This study is based on the logical extension of the ideas and
concepts developed in other fields of study —

fields of study that

to this point have not touched on the area of accounting.

There

has been no use of these concepts in accounting; therefore, the author
has had to rely on library and bibliographical research.

The use

of these concepts in other areas to which they have been applied
was noted, and then by analogy, the concepts have been applied to
the accounting process.
It is the opinion of the author that the value of this study

11

will corns from inducing a new orientation toward the accounting process,
rather than the destruction of current accounting theory and practices.
Therefore, there is no attempt here to develop a new theory of ac
counting.

IV.

LIMITATIONS TO THE STODT

The major limitation to this study is that there is very little
evidence to support the contention that a communications (and General
Semantics) approach to accounting is a valid approach.

Support for

this thesis must come from the fact that communications theory and
General Semantics have been applied in other areas, and results from
those areas have been encouraging.

In effect, this study is an un

proven hypothesis that must remain unverified until after it has
been put into practical use.
Another limitation is that this study attempts to wed concepts
from three distinct disciplines —
and General Semantics.

accounting, communications theory,

Obviously, there will be many aspects from

each area that will be dealt with summarily, or not included because
of space limitations.

The reader is encouraged to go to the reference

materials in order to understand more fully and to appreciate more
deeply the appropriateness of these concepts as applied to the ac
counting process.
Finally, this study is limited to providing an orientation toward
accounting and accounting data.

Within the framework provided here,

much work needs to be done in developing practices and procedures
for accountants to follow in order to get maximum benefit from this
approach to accounting.

12

V.

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

Chapter I has introduced the subject matter of this study and
provided some background information which is considered necessary
for a proper understanding of the purposes of the study.
In the following chapter the system of General Semantics is
introduced and discussed.

This non-aristotelian system of thought

and evaluation contains many concepts and techniques of evaluation
that can profitably be introduced into any communication context.
Certain of these factors will be incorporated into a generalized
model of the communication process which will be developed in Chapter
III.

Other factors —

especially, the evaluational concepts —

be applied to the evaluation of accounting data.

can

Basically, however,

this chapter is designed to give the reader a non-aristotelian ori
entation toward accounting.
In Chapter H I , the process of communication is examined.

Various

elements and phases of communication are discussed in order to fa
miliarize the reader with the scope and complexity of the communi
cation process.

Several communication models are analyzed in this

chapter; and from these models and our discussion of General Seman
tics, a framework is developed within which a communication model of
accounting can be constructed.
In Chapter IV, some General Semantic concepts are related to
the accounting process.

This chapter examines the process by which

accounting information is derived from economic events, and offers
some suggestions for evaluating accounting information that will
prevent a static interpretation of accounting reports.

13
Drawing from the concepts of General Semantics and communication
theory as presented in Chapters II and III, a communication model of
the accounting process is developed in Chapter V.

In this chapter

the accounting process is expanded and related to the communication
process with the result that accounting becomes a dynamic and processoriented discipline.

Coupled with the General Semantic techniques

of evaluation discussed in Chapter IV, this communication approach
to accounting should lead to improved communications of economic
data of an accounting entity and to more meaningful analyses and
interpretations of such data.
Chapter VI, the final chapter, contains a summary of the study
along *rith the major conclusions of the author.

CHAPTER II

DISCUSSION OF GENERAL SEMANTICS
Accounting literature is replete with references to the importance
of accounting as a means of communication; but rarely have accountants
investigated the phenomenon of communication itself.

Many of the

difficulties and problems faced by accountants could ultimately
be traced to some faulty conceptualization of the communication
process on the part of the individuals involved.

It is submitted

that a clear understanding of the communication process will lead
to a better understanding of the accounting process.
In this, and the following, chapters, we examine certain elements
and factors involved in communication.

This analysis is designed

to make communication more meaningful to accountants and to develop
a model of the communication process that can be related to the accounting process.
Because the communication process involves our thought processes
at several stages, we will discuss the system of thought and evalu
ation known as General Semantics in this chapter.

This system of

thought is designed to train the user toward making the best possible
evaluation of events at all levels of thought.
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I.

NATURE OF GENERAL SEMANTICS

The system of General Semantics was formulated by Alfred Korzybski
and first published in 1933*^

Korzybski deals with a number of

the fields of science in his book —

psychology, logic, neurology,

physics, mathematics, biology, quantum mechanics, colloidal c’
psychiatry, and othere —

5try,

but he deals with them synthetically as a

means to a completely new way of looking at "the world out there."
As Wendell Johnson puts it:

"General Semantics may be regarded as

a systematic attempt to formulate the general method of science in
such a way that it might be applied generally in daily life.

Many

of the concepts and principles of this system are not new, but their
"methodological formulation as a. system which is workable . . .

is

entirely new. "3
Korzybski was not aiming at some new subject-matter with his
system; he was attempting to design a new methodology of evaluation,
through which the serious student could acquire a new orientation
to the world around and within him.

As Korzybski explained his purpose:

General Semantics is not any "philosophy," or "psychology,"
or "logic," in the ordinary sense. It is a new extensional
discipline which explains and trains us how to use our
nervous systems most efficiently . . . .
It is the formu
lation of a new non-Aristotelian system of orientation which

^Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity: An Introduction to
Non-aristotelian Systems and General Semantics (Third Edition; Lake
ville, Conn.: The International Non-aristotelian Library Publishing
Co., 19^6).
endell Johnson, People in Quandaries (New York:
Bros., 19^), p. 33»
^Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. x±i.

Harper
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affects every branch of science and life.**'
From its very inception, General Semantics has been directed toward
the solving of problems in other fields of study.
There have been a number of definitions of General Semantics
advanced, but most fall short of actually showing the nature of
this discipline.-5 An excellent description of the nature of General
Semantics is that offered by Joseph Mickel:
General Semantics studies the factors that develop the com
municative habits of mankind; it studies how those habits
affect the individual; it studies how those habits originated;
and the future course of these factors and habits are pre
dicted so that individuals can control their effect on them
selves.
Many of the evaluational concepts that are developed within this
system are important to us in studying the communication process.
Bess Sondel says that General Semantics is important to us "because
it anticipates a field theory of communication."7

M s s Sondel, along

with a number of other writers, has shown the relationship of General
Semantics to communications.

These writers have consistently pointed

out that General Semantics concepts and techniques lead to a better
understanding of the communication process.

^Ibid., p. xi.
-^For a chronological listing of several definitions of General
Semantics, see Margaret Gorman, The Educational Implications of the
Theory of Meaning: and Symbolism of General Semantics (Washington;
The Catholic University of America Press, 1958), PP* 173-75.
^Joseph Mickel, Human Communication and General Semantics
(New Xork: New Voices Publishing Co., 1958), p. 2.
?3ess Sondel, The Humanity of Words: A Primer of Semantics
(New Xork: The World Publishing Co., 1958), p. 81.
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Not Meardags of Words
It is important for the reader to note that General Semantics
is not a variety of, or in any direct way associated with, what is
generally known as semantics.

Semantics, properly speaking, is a

branch of philology and is concerned with the meaning of words.
Joseph Mickel describes the field of semantics when he tells what
semantic!sts do:
Semanticists . . . specialize in studying the referents
of words, their statistical frequency, and their referent
and meaning changes. They are the technicians who edit
dictionaries to include in them the modern referents of the
words; they are the philosophers trying to give words in them
selves a precise, limited meaning; and they are others who
study various aspects of languages without reference to events
outside the language.^
For a more complete explanation of semantics, the reader is referred
to an excellent article by Allen Walker R e a d . 9
Korzybski himself stated that his work developed independently
of semantics.

In fact, in the preface to the third edition of Science

and Sanity, Korzybski says that it is "obvious that a theory of
’meaning' is impossible;"

10

and that he would have avoided the use

of the word "semantics" if he had foreseen the present confusion.
The term "General Semantics" was introduced by Korzybski because
he saw his system of evaluation as the third stage through which
communication has developed.
(l) Meaning ~

These three stages are

indicating that the word is the thing.

^Mickel, op. cit., p. 2.
9Allen Walker Read, "An Account of the Word 'Semantics,'"
Word, IV (August, 1948). 78-97.
10

Science and Sanity, p. viii.
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(2) Significance —

indicating that the word is many things.

(3) Evaluation — indicating that evaluations are necessary
because the word is but a symbol for some event in reality.
General Semant?.-' takes into account the living individual, without
divorcing him from his reactions or his environment, and allocates
him in a plenum of some values; which leads to nonelementalistic
evaluations by the individual.

Non-aristotelian Orientation
Korzybski described his system as non-aristotelian to indicate
that his system is an adjunct to the Aristotelian system rather than
a replacement for it.

His thesis is somewhat as follows.

Aristotle synthesized the prevailing pre-scientific assumptions
of his period ~

which were implicit in the prevailing language —

into a formal system of "logic," "philosophy," etc.

Later, Euclid

followed the same pattern and synthesized mathematical thought into
a system of mathematics.

These Greek systems, along with all of

those developed therefrom (such as Newtonian physics, classical
mechanics, etc.), Korzybski called Aristotelian.

These systems

dominated the thinking of our Western culture for over 2,000 years
and persisted without effective challenge until almost within living
memory.
What were the inadequacies of these Aristotelian systems?

Chiefly

the inadequacies lay in the existence of certain basic, silent as
sumptions, false to fact, and so deeply embedded in the systems that
they eluded observation for centuries.

For example, Newton founded

his imposing system of physics on the erroneous assumptions that the
velocity of light was infinite, that "space" and "time" were absolutes
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and hence inseparable, that "simultaneity" was possible, etc.

Einstein's

theory of relativity demonstrated that these assumptions were wrong.
Similar discoveries were made in mathematics, and now Korzybski
has completed the revolution by creating a non-aristotelian general
methodology of evaluation.
Essentially what Aristotle did was to observe the behavior and
the language of the people of his day and of his world.

Then he

formulated in words the as-if-ness, so to speak, of the behavior and
the language of his people.

What he said, in effect, was this:

"They act as if, they talk as if, all that they feel and live by
might be reduced to three fundamental premises or rules."

11

These

three rules may be called the law of identity, the law of noncontra-

12

diction, and the law of the excluded middle.

These three basic

laws of thought of the people of Aristotle's'time have persisted,
and even today they continue to mould men's feelings, their thoughts,
and their living reactions.^ 3
Korzybski felt that these laws of thought were outmoded; that
it was time to apply modern, scientific methods of evaluation.

Com

paring the relationship of language (as well as of thought, memory,
etc.) to reality with the relationship of maps to the territories
they represent, Korzybski laid down the following three fundamental
non-aristotelian premises:

^Wendell Johnson, op. cit., p. 71.
^See above, pp. 5 & 6 for examples of the application of
these laws.
13S . I. Hayakawa, "The Non-aristotelian Revision of Morality,"
ETC.: A Review of General Semantics, III, No. 3 (Spring, 1 9 ^ ) , 163.
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(1) A map is not the territory. Words are not the things they
represent. This premise rejects the law of identity and
because the law of noncontradiction and the law of the ex
cluded middle depend on the law of identity for their ex
istence, all three basic laws of Aristotle are rejected
in this non-aristotelian system of thought and evaluation.
(2) A map does not represent all of a territory. Words can
never say everything about anything. There are always
certain characteristics about anything that cannot be in
cluded in or described by words.
(3) A map is self-reflexive. That
to include a map of the map of
In our language it is possible
words about words about words,
of abstraction.

is, an ideal map would have
the map of the map, etc.
to speak words about words,
etc. to an infinite level

These premises are developed more fully in the discussion below.

II.

REALITY AS A PROCESS

According to General Semanticists, the modern world consists
of events and processes rather than of things or entities.

This

point of view coincides with that of modern scientists who tell us
that everything in the universe is composed of atomic structures of
various complexities that are interrelated in some way with a variety
of electromagnetic waves or energy manifestitations.
structures —

These atomic

made up of oscillating, vibrating electrons —

below the perception level of our ordinary senses.

exist

Even with our

most powerful microscopes, we cannot see all that modern scientists
tell us must exist at sub-microscopic levels.

If we believe these

scientists, then we are believing in a delusion when we view the
world about us as static and enduring matter.

We must "see" it as

a very lively world in process.
Korzybski gave us his view on the nature of the world when he
said:

"We must visualize the world in general as a submicroscopic
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dynamic electronic process and life in particular as an electrocolloidal process of still much higher complexity."^

It follows

logically that since the world consists of a vast collection of pointevents, there is no sameness, no identity anywhere, and the principle
of nonidentity rather than of identity must be held.”*-5
The objects that we perceive should not be interpreted as a
static entity.

Alfred N. Whitehead defines an "object" as the "recog

nizable part of the event,

and Korzybski tells us:

Objects as such could be considered as relations between submicroscopic events and the human nervous system . . . we find
that an object represents an abstraction of a low order pro
duced by the nervous system as the result of the sub-microscopic
events acting as stimuli on the nervous system.^?
This point of view is further substantiated when Korzybski points
out that:
On the sub-microscopic
only a persistence for
teristics representing
notion involving time)

levels, iron or anything else means
a limited time of certain gross charac
a process (structurally a four-dimensional
which becomes a question of structure.”*°

This process notion of reality leads to the obvious conclusion
that we live in at least three worlds;

Alfred Korzybski, "The Role of Language in the Perceptual
Process," in Perception: An Approach to Personality, ed. Robert
R. Blake, Glen V. Ramsey, et alt (New York: The Ronald Press Co.,
1951), p. 190.
^Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. 19^; also see Johnson,
People in Quandaries, pp. 23, 32,

1fs

Quoted by Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. 390*

1?Ibid., p. 20.
18Ibid., p. 162.
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(1 ) the world of events — the inferential world that scien
tists tell us must exist beyond our present ability to
observe.
(2) the world of objects -- the macroscopic and microscopic
world that we can observe with our senses and our scien
tific instruments.
(3) the world of symbols —
ences, etc.

the world of words, labels, infer

Gorman sums up the way General Semanticists describe reality in the
following way:
The world is in process, meanings are in process, and language
must reflect this changing nature of both the world and the
meanings. Language must represent the relational structure of
the world; language, meaning, and the world are relative. ^9

III.

THE PROCESS OF ABSTRACTING

One of Korzybski's most significant observations concerns the
nature of the process by which we become aware of an "object" in "the
world out there" and by which we formulate our approach to that object.
General Semanticists call this process the abstracting process;
Abstracting means leaving out, selecting, omitting, etc,, and
Korzybski chose this term to represent one of his fundamental ideas
because, as he puts it:

‘W e see that the term 'abstracting1 implies

structurally and semantically the activities characteristic of the
nervous system, and so serves as an excellent functional physiological
t e r m . O u r sense-abstractions are neurological processes which
abstract only certain characteristics out of the whole complex flux
of characteristics that comprise the event.

^Gorman, o£. cit., p. 37*
^Science and Sanity, p. 379*

We abstract —

i. e»,
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pick out, respond to, are sensitive to, pay attention to, etc, —
certain stimuli and miss or cannot abstract the rest.

Thus, sight

abstracts but one octave out of the whole gamut of ether ’'waves,"
and the other senses abstract in an equally limited way,

.

A person's perception of an event also becomes involved with
the emotions of his nervous system.

Our senses always abstract

"in terms of feelings and sensations of some kind,"

2A

because they

are united as-a-whole in a complete organism that involves conjointly
the emotional and intellectual factors, as well as the physical
f a c t o r s , T h u s , the word "object" stands not only for “the some
thing out there" —

i.e., the physical event —

but also for our

sense-abstractions about it.
Another element in our perception of an event is the knowledge
we already have.

One of the central tenets of General Semantics

is that the metaphysics which men hold, their theories of knowledge,
and their philosophies necessarily end up in their nervous systems
as involuntary, or almost involuntary, patterns of reaction.

Korzybski

referred to this mechanism as a semantic reaction and described it
as "the psycho-logical reaction of a given individual to words and
language and other symbols and events in connection with their
meanings.

23

It follows that our nervous systems must be oriented

toward a system of language or thought that is structurally similar

York;

^ Harry L. "Weinberg, Levels of Knowing and Existence (New
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1959)» P- 51•
^Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. 2
^Ibid,

2b
to reality, if we are to correctly perceive and evaluate the events
"out there."2^

Levels of Abstraction
In line with the scientific point of view of reality as a process,
Korzybski described various possible levels of abstraction.

For

example, he first mentions three levels:
The one is the sub-microscopic level of science, what science
"knows", about "it." The second is the gross macroscopic daily
experience level of rough objects. The third is the verbal
level.2^
The reader will note that these levels of abstraction correspond to
the description, given above, of reality as a process.2®
Later on, Korzybski expands his description to four levels of
abstraction when he indicates our process of abstracting:
(1) The event, or scientific object, or the sub-microscopic
physico-chemical processes, (2) the ordinary object manu
factured from the event by our lower nervous centres, (3)
the psycho-logical picture probably manufactured by the.higher
centres, and (V) the verbal definition of the term.2"
'7
The definitive number of levels of abstraction is indicated,
however, when Korzybski describes his structural differential, a
device which represents in three-dimensional form the fact that our
knowledge and our words about things leave out many of the charac
teristics of the actual "event."2®

The structural differential

2^See below, section on Structure of Reality and Languages.
2*5
Science and Sanity, p.
S^Above, p. 22,
^Science and Sanity, p. 38^.
^For a description and explanation of the structural differ
ential, see Science and Sanity, pp. 386-411.
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refers to at least five levels:
(1) the unspeakable event . . . or the unseen physiocochemical processes on the sub-microscopic levels which
constitute stimuli registered by our nervous system as
objects.
(2) the external, objective, also unspeakable, levels which
we see with our eyes and other senses.
(3) the unspeakable, psycho-logical pictures and semantic
reactions.
(^f) .the verbal description of our fact-events.
(5 ) inferences made from the descriptions, followed by
inferences about inferences, conclusions, judgments,
action, etc.2^
Although the structural differential refers to only five levels of
abstraction, it indicates that these levels can go on indefinitely
in man.

In making an evaluation of any fact-event, our marital processes

can continue to make inferences as long as we desire before reaching
a conclusion, making a judgment, or taking some action.

Thus, there

is no defined 1i.mi t to the possible levels of abstraction.

Higher Order Abstractions
General Semanticists refer to those unspeakable levels of ab
straction as first order abstractions.

They are the levels which we

see, hear, feel, or experience; they also include those impulses,
interests, meanings, and evaluations which originate within ourselves. 30
The important point to remember is that these levels cannot be put
into words; once words (labels) have been attached to the fact-event,
you have moved to a higher order abstraction.

29lbid., p. W ? .
3°Ibid., p. I*28.
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General Semanticists use higher order abstractions in two dis
tinct ways:

one is to indicate the level or order of the statement

a person is using; the other is as a system of classification.

Let

us examine each of these uses of higher order abstractions.
Statements —

The first use of higher order abstractions has

already been indicated in the discussion of the structural differ
ential.

At the first verbal level, we have a descriptive statement

of, or about, the object.

Weinberg refers to these as factual state

ments, which he defines as "a descriptive statement made after obser
vation (which includes any sensory perception) and verifiable by
accepted standards.1131

The reader should carefully note that a

factual statement approaches, but never reaches, certainty.

(Re

member that the abstracting process leaves out details and charac-.
teristics at each level).
At the next level upward, a person may make a statement about
the previous statement (the descriptive statement).

This second

statement becomes an inferential statement because it is not the
result of an observation.

Successive statements abstract further

from reality and reach even higher orders of inference until a
judgment is formed and a conclusion is reached.

The reader may .

readily note that because each level abstracts from the next lower
level, two persons may start with the same descriptive statement
and by abstracting different characteristics or details reach differ
ent conclusions concerning the "facts" of a situation.
k
3^Weinberg, og. cit., p. 32.
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Inferential statements —
clusions —

and therefore, judgments and con

go beyond a description of what has been observed.

As

Weinberg points out:
They /inferential statements/ have widely varying degrees
or probability of being correct because they are not linked
directly to observation but represent a jump into the un
known which may or may not take off from verifiable obser
vation. . . . There is nothing wrong with making infer
ences. . . . The misevaluation arises when we act as if
our inferential knowledge were factual knowledge.32
There is no way we can avoid making and using inferential state
ments because of the nature of the abstracting process.

But, as

Weinberg indicated, inferential statements must not be identified
with factual, or descriptive, statements.
Classification —

The second use of higher order abstractions

is as a means of classification.
by abstracting:

General Semanticists classify things

that is, instead of remembering (or thinking of)

similar characteristics, they abstract (forget, omit) characteristics.
The result will be strikingly similar to the traditional method in
many cases, but the process of reaching the result is quite differ
ent and the evaluation that will be made of a classification may be
changed because of the reasoning process involved.
Following the process of abstracting, we find that the first
verbal level refers to the name or label we give to the object we
have perceived.

Moving to the next level, we find a class term to

refer to the object; then at successively higher levels, we find

32Ibid.
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higher order class terms.

Hayakawa gives us an example of this use

of higher order abstractions:
Level 1.

The level known to science, consisting of atoms,
electrons, etc. This is the process level.

Level 2.

The cow we perceive: not the word, but the object
that our nervous system abstracts from the totality
that constitutes the process-cow. Many of the
characteristics of the process-cow are left out.

Level 3»

The word "Bessie" (cow-|): this is the name we give
to the object of perception of level 2. The name
is not the object; it merely stands for the object
and omits reference to many of the characteristics
of the object.

Level 4.

The word "cow" stands for the characteristics we
have abstracted as common to cow-), C0W 2, cow-j,....,
cown . Characteristics peculiar to a specific cow
are left out.

Level 5.

When we refer to Bessie as "livestock," only those
characteristics she has in common with pigs, chickens,
goats, etc. are referred to.

Level 6 . By leaving out still more characteristics, we can
refer to Bessie as a "farm asset." We refer only
to those tilings she has in common with other salable
items on the farm.
Level 7.

By omitting still more characteristics, we may refer
to, or classify, Bessie as an asset.

Level 8 . At this extremely high level of abstraction we may
refer to Bessie as "wealth," and we have omitted
almost all reference to the characteristics of
Bessie.33
This example indicates the method of classification used in General
Semantics.

General Semanticists stress the necessity of realizing

that the objects or persons included under general class terms differ
from one another and must not be treated as if they were similar

33s. I. Hayakawa, Lanpiage in Thought and Action (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 19^9). P* 1^9.
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in all respects.
In a very real sense, General Semanticists are more concerned
with the process involved than with the actual classification.

That

is, they want to know what level of abstraction they are on; then
they can move back down the ladder of abstraction (mentally) and
relate the word or statement to the object level.

This conscious

ness of abstracting is one of the prime factors in making the correct
evaluation of any fact-event.

IV.

SYMBOLISM- OF WORDS

The above discussion of abstracting leads to an "obvious" con
clusion about words, yet it is at this point that most people fail
to grasp a significant point in making evaluations.
is that "a word cannot be the same as an object.
it.

This conclusion

It can only represent

And it represents the object imperfectly, incompletely."^

In

other words, a word is a symbol of the object represented.
The significance of this "symbolism of words" lies in the fact
that many people treat words as if they have meaning in and of them
selves.

Our discussion of the process of abstracting belies this

understanding of "words."

The reader will recall that the "word"

is applied to an event after several levels of abstraction.

Certain

ly, then, the word cannot be the event, which would be necessary
for it to have meaning in itself.
following manner.

This may be illustrated in the

Pinch yourself and tell what you feel.

Now what

endell Johnson, Language and Speech Hygiene; An Appli
cation of General Semantics (Chicagot Institute of General Se
mantics, 1939). P« 15 •
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you say you feel, and your words about it, are obviously different
from what you feel at the nonverbal, unspeakable level.

To forget

this important point can lead to a complete breakdown in communi
cations.

For example, if you forget that what someone says (the

speakable) and what he actually feels and believes (the unspeakable)
are different, you may "misunderstand11 him, "hurt his feelings,"
or "shock" him.

You will probably say that you "know" this, but

the important point is whether or not you apply it in making evalu
ations.
Reference
(thought)

Symbol
(word)

Referent
(object)

A simple device to emphasize the fact that a word represents
something in the nonverbal world is Ogden and Richards' "triangle
of

r e f e r e n c e , "35

sides.

a triangle with one broken and two solid or unbroken

At one corner of the figure is the object or "referent" to

which the word refers. Atanothercorner
ence" and atthe third corner
the referent.

isthe

is the thought or "refer

word or "symbol"which

refers to

The unbroken lines, which run from the referent to the

reference and from the reference to the symbol, represent the facts

35c. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards, The Meaning of Meaning
(Fifth Edition; New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 193^)» P* 11*

that (l) there is a relationship between the referent and the refer
ence, since there is an interaction bettireen the object and the person
referring to it; and that (2) there is a relationship between the
reference and the symbol, since the person who refers to the referent
utters the word as a result of so doing.

However, between the

symbol and the referent, there is a broken line to represent the
fact that there is no direct relationship between words and objects.
The discussion of abstracting and the symbolism of words leads
us to another of the important contributions of Korzybski:

the

significance and importance of structure.
V.

STRUCTURE OF REALITY AND LANGUAGES

The idea of a structural reality in which there is an order and
interrelatedness of events is one of the central concepts of General
Semantics.
once.

As we have indicated above, a fact-event occurs but

This is a way of stating that no two things are exactly alike

and no one thing remains the same.
process character of reality.

It is a way of expressing the

Thus, the structure of reality shows

a practically infinite degree of differentiation.
Acceptance of this principle of nonidentity leads to a recog
nition that there is order among these nonidentical things and in
the process world, because things are ordered and related in any
structure.36

it follows that if reality is only a structure of

interrelated events, then the only possible content of knowledge
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and meaning is structural.

As Korzybski points out:

We start with the . . . premise that words are not the un
speakable objective level. - . . It follows that the only
link between the objective and verbal world is exclusively
structural, necessitating the conclusion that the only content
of all "knowledge" is structural.37
Since knowledge is not a first order abstraction, whether an object
or a feeling, "structure, and so relations, becomes the only possible
content of ’knowledge1 and of meanings."-^

In order to achieve

maximum adjustment between our verbal processes and empirical data,
we must study structural characteristics of the world first and
then build languages of similar structure.

The same procedure should

be used in the construction of any language system, 39

Map-Territor.y
The relationship of language (as well as thought, memory,
"mental images," etc.) to reality may be compared to the relation
ship of maps to the territories they represent.

Korzybski made three

points that every user of words who wants to be understood will
bear in mind:
(1) A map is not the territory it represents.
(2) A map — verbal or otherwise — should be similar in
structure to the territory it is intended to represent.
(3) When maps and actual territories have their structures in
common, they have all their "logical" characteristics in

common.^

37lbid., p. 20.
3^Ibid., p. 23.
39ibidu, p. 59^ Ibid., p. 58; also p. 7$Q.
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If we reflect on our languages, we find that at best they can
be considered only as maps.

A word is not the object it represents;

a language should be similar in structure to the reality it is in
tended to represent; and when a language and reality have their
structure in common, they have all, of their "logical" characteristics
in common.

We .may conclude that:

The only usefulness of a map or a language depends on the
similarity of structure between the empirical world and
the map-language. If the structure is not similar, then
the traveller or speaker is led astray. . . .
If the structures
are similar, then the empirical world becomes "rational" to a
potentially rational being, which means no more than that
verbal, or map-predicted characteristics , . , are applicable
to the empirical world. '
This point .is particularly important to us in thinking of the communi
cation process, because we use our language in communicating facts
and events in reality.

Inadequacies of Languages
Unfortunately, the language we use in everyday communication
does not meet the requirements indicated above.

There is a fundamental

lack of correspondence between the structure of our language and
the structure of reality:
The structure of^our language . . . is much less highly
differentiated /than reality.
Even though the English
tongue, for example, contains many thousands of words and
many of these have more than one recognized dictionary mean
ing, yet we are far -from having one word for each fact. Each
word, and even each dictionary meaning of each word, must do

^ I b i d . , p. 61.
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heavy duty, representing a great number and variety of
facts.42
One of the difficulties in communication lies in this simple fact:
that there are more things to be spoken of than there are words
with which to speak of them.
Johnson also points out another lack of correspondence between
our language and reality with respect to variability cf structure,
or rate of change:
is static.

"Reality is process-like; language, by comparison,

The world in which we live and we who live in it change

faster than does the language we use to speak about our world and
o u r s e l v e s . "43

The structure of language does change, but not fast

enough to keep up with the reality around us.

One of the dangers

in communication is that the word or language used to describe some
fact-event will be out of date with the reality being described;
i. e., either the sender or receiver, or both, may evaluate a current
happening in terms of a previous period, because the language being
used corresponds to a previous reality.

Identification
By its very structure, our language emphasizes the similari
ties among different objects, persons, acts, etc. which are classi
fied under the same term, while differences are almost ignored.
The way in which we use the word is accounts for much of this emphasis
on similarities and disregard for differences.

^%endell Johnson, "The World of" Words," Language . . .
Man . . . Society: Readings in Communication, ed. Harold E. Briggs
(New York: Rinehart & Co., Inc., 1949), p. 68.
43
Ibid., p. ?0.
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When we say that Miss Green is a teacher, we tend to identi
fy the two levels of abstraction; to forget that the term
teacher does not say all that there is to say about Miss Green,
and to forget that she may also be classified as a Methodist,
a good dancer, a football fan, a buyer of war bonds, etc
This confusion of two or more levels of abstraction is called identi
fication.

The specific case of confusing the word with the object

is called the "is of identity."

For example, when we say that man

is man, or chair is chair because that is what they are, we are identifying the word level with the object level.

An amusing example

of identifying words with reality is a statement such as, "Pigs are
rightly called pigs because they are such dirty animals."

Such a

statement ignores the fact that we label, or name, the objects which
we perceive.
Our subject-predicate language also leads us into another type
of mis-evaluation.

Whenever we say that a person is pleasant, a

story i£ interesting, or a legal decision is just, we imply that the
objects, persons, or events we are speaking of possess the qualities
indicated by the adjectives.

The fact that different persons will

apply different adjectives to the same objects, persons, or events
indicates, however, that qualities are the products of relations
between an observer and what is observed, rather than objective enti
ties outside of the human body.

Korzybski advises us to avoid using

language forms which imply that qualities exist in persons, objects,
and actions:
If we use a language of adjectives and subject-predicate

^^^obert H. Moore, General Semantics in the High School English
Program (Columbus: The Ohio State University Press, 19&5). P. 56.
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forms pertaining to "sense" impressions, we are using a
language which deals with entities inside our skin and
characteristics entirely non-existent in the outside world.
Thus the events outside our skin are neither cold nor warm,
green nor red, sweet nor bitter, but those characteristics
are manufactured by our nervous system inside our skins, as
responses to different energy manifestations, physico-chemical
process. When we use such terms, we are dealing with charac
teristics which are absent in the external world, and build
up anthropomorphic and delusional world nonsimilar in structure
to the world around us. -5
By substituting the term appears for is whenever we are describing
our impression of someone or something, we can avoid this trap of
ascribing qualities to objects or events.

Also, by being fully

conscious of the process of abstracting, we can avoid identifications
because x*e will "know" that the word is several levels away from the
fact-event.

Two-valued Orientation
Another cause of mis-evaluation is the habit of giving only two
possible values to an event.

Our language, as used, tends to be

two-valued at best and seldom more than three-valued.^

That is to

say, we deal largely in terms of black and white, good and bad, fair
and not fair, true and not true, etc.' Our language, in other words,
tends to assume an either-or form; to provide for differentiation
into only two categories.

As discussed above however, reality is

infinitely differentiated.

The General Semanticist advocates a

multi-valued orientation ~

the introduction of degree thinking.

^Science and Sanity, p. 38^-.
^Johnson, The World of Words, p. 69.

Instead of good or'bad, think in terms of degrees of goodness or bad
ness; instead of true or not true, think of degrees of truth, or
probability of truth.

While the logician quite correctly says that

a thing must be or not b e, when we evaluate an event, we do not have
all of the characteristics of that event, and so, are not in a position
to truly decide all one way or all the other.

If we think in terms

of degree or probability, we are less likely to be dogmatic in our
statements and in our evaluations; we can also adjust more easily
if future developments show that our statements or evaluations were
wrong.
The problem posed by these remarks on some of the pitfalls
inherent in our language system is essentially one of finding a means
of adjusting and clarifying our use of the language.

We know that

our language and our knowledge cannot, because of its abstractive
nature, include all about a fact-event.

Korzybski has given us some

simple rules to follow, however, that will help us overcome this
difficulty, and that will help us make the transition from an Aris
totelian to a non-aristotelian orientation.

VI.

SOME EXTENSIONAL DEVICES

The system of General Semantics is a difficult one for the Aris
totelian oriented person to grasp and put into daily use.

Because

we are trained in a language that is not similar in structure to the
objective world in which we live, we must adjust and clarify our
language system to aid in obtaining better evaluation and communi
cation.
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Korzybski suggested that certain devices be borrowed from
mathematics and used to facilitate the transition from Aristotelian
to non-aristotelian orientation.

These devices tend to make the

structure of the language fit the structure of reality.

Generally,

it is suggested that these devices be attached mentally to the words
being read or heard or spoken in order to bring about a habit of
mind, rather than physically attaching the device to the word.
Korzybski called these extensional devices.

They are as follows;

Dating
One of the basic assumptions in modern science is that all
nature is in process and, therefore, there is constant change.

But,

many human behavior patterns, opinions, and beliefs tend to remain
fixed and static in spite of change in circumstances.

Maps of yester

day are used as guides to the "territories" of today.

To help over

come this tendency, terms, statements, opinions, and beliefs should
be dated.

Sm^-th-j^gQ is not Smith-;

dollar^^

no‘fc’

etc.
Dating will warn us that cause and effect are subject to change
with the passing of time.

What may have been a useful diagnosis

of cause in the past may not apply in any way to the situation today.
For example, a business may have been successful ten years ago because
of the newness and the novelty of its product; its success today
may be because of the resourcefulness and drive of the management.
Dating "success" would remind us of this difference.
Dating also reminds us that "permanence" is just one way of
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looking at things; it keeps us alerted to change when change could
be important to our interests.

If a situation is not to our liking,

dating would remind us that the situation will change, perhaps to
a point more in line with our way of thinking.
The habit of dating all terms and statements makes rigidity of
attitudes impossible, and a dynamic (time-minded) orientation ha
bitual.

(

Use

As one writer says:

Date everything — in your thinking, feeling, doing.
Let your language system and your nervous system conform,
in this respect, with the structure of all nature. This
will make room for transformation in time. This should
develop your uncertainty tolerance. This should sharpen
your efforts to predict. And this should help you to use
words to control and direct change, expected and not ex
pected, in the interests of your purpose.^7
of the dating device will help to make our use

of languagecon

form to our constantly changing reality.

Indexing
Another basic assumption
is unique; that everything is

in modern science is

that everything

different from everything

else.Our

language system makes it impossible for us to describe the absolute
uniqueness of anything.

Words lump together unique individuals

.under a common name, such as calling al 1 of the absolutely unique
(individual flowers on a bush roses.

Names give a false expression

of identity to non-identical objects and events; and this impression,
when translated into behavior, results in identical reactions to all
individuals to which the name is given.

^Sondel, ££. cit., p. 87 .

We can overcome this by
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indexing our terms.
When we index the class word "business" —
etc. —

business-] , business£,

the word points to the similarities of the class it repre

sents; the index points to the differences left out —

to the differ

ences, in that particular member of the class of businesses.

We

classify, of course, on the basis of similarities, but often it is
the characteristics left out that really attracts our interest and
attention.

We don't love our son because he is similar to all other

boys, but because he is an individual with his own peculiar charac
teristics.

The same point holds true for other things, and we use

indexing to remind us of these peculiar differences that have been
left out.

This indexing to indicate uniqueness may be referred to

as horizontal indexing.
We may also use a vertical index to help clarify the process
of abstracting.^

Korzybski tells us consciousness of abstracting

is basic to everything else; therefore, we use the vertical index
to differentiate the order (or levels) of abstraction.

Attention

to the vertical index will remind us
s (l) that the word is not the thing; that the verbal world
is not the actual world.
i

(2) that the "sane" order of evaluation is from description
to inference; from observable fact to opinion.
(3) that a statement about another statement is on a different
level of abstraction than the original statement and the
two levels should be differentiated.
(4) of the multi-ordinality of the word or term that is being

^ I b i d ., p. 96.

if-1

used; that the same word can have different meanings on
different levels of abstractions.
Indexing, then, reminds us not only of the uniqueness of the individu
al object or event; it also reminds us to look at the level of ab
straction that we are on.

Hyphen
In our previous discussion, we have indicated the relatedness
of everything in nature.

Nothing is isolated or stands alone.

How

ever, traditional language has verbally separated many things that
cannot actually be separated;

body and mind, intellect and emotions,

thoughts and feelings, space and time, and so forth.

Also man, in

his attempt to understand things, has attempted to analyze them into
elements, disregarding the vital interrelationships of these elements.
Korzybski called such terms, and thinking, elementalistic because
they extricate one aspect of a broader situation-as-a-whole and set
it apart —

isolated, and separated from that broader situation of

which it is a related part.
Einstein accomplished a revolution in physics by demonstrating
that space and time cannot be considered separately and that one
should think of space-time.

Psychologists tell us that hyphenated

terms such as body-mind, intellect-emotion, thought-feeling, etc.
more correctly designate the relatedness of human behavior than do
the separate terms.^

Korzybski suggests that we use hyphens habitu

ally (at least in our thinking) to connect separators in order to

r

^ Ibid., p. 107.
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shew relatedness between the various aspects of the situation-as-awhole.

Quotes
Whenever we use a terra that is "elementalistic,11 misleading,
and/or in general implies a structure not similar to the structure
of the ’’territory,11 we should put quotes around it.

In other words,

quotes are used as a warning device toward terras that can easily
be mis-evaluated, but which must be used because of the lack of a
better term.

We should use quotes;

(1) on the silent level to insure consciousness of abstracting
inside our own skin; i. e., to keep us from forgetting
that every class word is an abstraction, and to alert us to
the fact that communication between people is always approxi
mate and never complete.
(2) to point to the differences left out; e. g., when we wish
to stress .those differences.
(3) when we use a big word that is likely to have a different
meaning to the receiver. The quotes act as a signal to
indicate that we know their response -to this word is not
identical to ours and that we must clarify meanings.
Democracy,' fair, and truth, are such words.
<

(4) to show that we are not forgetting the word is a separator
and therefore incomplete.
(5) to indicate to others that we are using a familiar word
to indicate a special meaning.
To siim up then, quotes are a useful warning device in our use of
language.

ETC.
The addition of etc. to statements indicates that in the face
of the complexity of things and the limitations to our knowledge,

I

^3
there is always more to be said.

This device keeps our statements

open-end; that is, there is more that could be —
added to the statement.
to allness.

and should be —

The etc. indicates that we do not describe

As one ivciter points out:

The etc. is the signal to others that we know that our
words cannot tell all:
(1) We cannot define a word in its totality.
(2) We cannot describe a thing it its totality.
(3) We cannot characterize a person in his t o t a l i t y . 5°
The habitual etc. prevents dogmatism, since it is a constant reminder
that, language being an abstractive process, no statement about
events or objects in the real world can ever be final.
The device etc. is also useful in helping us avoid some common
errors in reasoning about cause and effect: for example, the post
hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy (that is, following after, therefore
caused by) or some type of chance correlation.

Whenever two things

happen closely together, it is easy to be misled and to hook things
up inour mind

that have no causal connections.

But, as Keyes re

minds u s :
The causes of anything and everything are infinitely
complex. . . .
No matter what we say is "the11 reason
for something, there are always many underlying reasons
that have been overlooked. Since no map represents all
of the territory, it is impossible to give a complete
answer to any "why.
Individuals who learn to use the extensional device etc. will

50lbid., p. 115.
Kenneth S. Keyes, Jr., "The Why and Wherefore in Everyday
Life: An Application of Extensional Devices," General Semantics
Bulletin, Nos. 1 & 2 (Autumn-Winter, 19^9-50), 3»
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automatically think in terns of "a cause" instead of "the cause."
The use of etc. will remind us that the causes of things are usually
very complex and in important things, we will do well to test
thoroughly and to dig deeply under the surface.
These extensional devices tend to introduce process, uniqueness,
relatedness, and order into our language system, but Korzybski "did
not intend these 'extensional devices' simply as things to say by
rote or to sprinkle through one's writings.

Each of them was in

tended to point beyond itself to sub-verbal levels —

to observing

and feeling and absorbing as directly perceived data the nonlinguistic
realities distorted by language. "52

The result will be the learning

of a general pattern of delaying responses which is more likely to
produce proper evaluation.

As Weinberg points outi

An awareness on our part that something important probably
has been left out, that distortion and bias most likely
are present, can, perhaps, diminish the chances of a misevaluation of important events. The deliberate and constant
use of semantic devices helps to provoke and maintain the
vitally important awareness of the dangers of oversimplifi
cation, dogmatism and static-raindedness.53
Continued practice in the use of these devices will gradually liberate
the individual from his "Aristotelian orientations" and make him
a better evaluator in all of his everyday life situations.

52s. x. Hayakawa, "Semantics, General Semantics." ETC.; A
Review of General Semantics, XV, No. 3 (Spring, 1947), 167.
53Weinberg, oja. cit.. p. 4?.
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VII.

THE PROBLEM OF MEANING

Throughout this chapter, we have emphasized that no object,
i

person, event, relation, or feeling is exactly like any other object,
person, event, relation, or feeling.

Because of this lack of same

ness between any two of anything, the number of possible referents
of words is almost unlimited.

Yet the number of words which are

in use in our language is limited; and, in comparison with the
possible number of referents, rather small.

In view of the fact

that we have a finite number of words, we are able to refer to an
infinite number of fact-events only by using the same word to convey
several different meanings under different circumstances.
In spite of the fact that every day nearly everyone uses the
same word to convey different meanings, the idea still persists
that each word has a "right" meaning; and that, if diligent search
is made, that meaning will be found.

I. A. Richards discusses this

belief and expresses the idea that the cause of much misunderstand
ing of language is:
the Proper Meaning Superstition. That is, the common
belief — encouraged officially by what lingers on in
the school manuals as Rhetoric — that a word has a meaning
of its own (ideally, only one) independent of and con
trolling its use and the purpose for which it should be
uttered. This superstition is a recognition of a certain
kind of stability in the meanings of certain words. It
is only a superstition when it forgets (as it commonly
does) that the stability of the meaning of a word comes from
the constancy of the contexts that give it its meaning.

-^*T. A. Richards, The Philosophy of Rhetoric (New York:
Oxford University Press, 193&) > P* H *

k6
Some implications of the fact that the same word does not always
carry the same meaning are discussed by Ogden and Richards;

Normally, whenever we hear anything said we spring spon
taneously to an immediate conclusion, namely, that the
speaker is referring to what we should be referring to
whenever speaking the words ourselves. In some cases this
interpretation may be correct. . . . But in most discussions
which attempt greater subtleties than could be handled in
a gesture language, this will not be so. 55
Since the same word may convey different meanings to different persons,
it is apparent that there is always a possibility that words used
by a speaker or -writer may not convey his meaning to the listener
or reader.

If the word has different referents for the speaker or

writer and the listener or reader, misunderstanding rather than com
munication will result.
Our interpretation of a word (or other symbol) is our psycho
logical reaction to it, as determined by our past experience in
similar situations, and by our present experience.56

Another writer

tells us;
For communication to take place, there must be a certain
amount of experience common to writer and reader. It is in
this common or overlapping experience that words get meanings
in discourse. The fact that no two persons have any experi
ence precisely identical makes full or perfect communication
impossible, and creates the necessity for interpretation.
In any discourse, then, the meaning of a word depends upon
its total incidence in the past experiences of writer and
reader; and upon the situation in which it is being u s e d . 57

55ogden and Richards, ois. cit., p. 15.
5^Ibid., p. 2*i4.
57i^ooreP o£, cit., p. 79*

^7
For effective communication to result, both the source and the re
ceiver of the message must take into consideration the experiential
background of the other and the conditions under which the message
is delivered.

Meaning in Context
The term context is often employed to refer both to the eonditicn;-.

unrounding the use of a word, and to the other words which

precede and follow the word in discourse.

The different types of

context may be classified as physical, psychological, and verbal.
The place where words are spoken or written, the time when they
are spoken or written, and the activities going on around the speaker
or writer make up the physical context.

The experiental background,

the present mood of the speaker or writer constitute the psychologi
cal contest.

The words which are used with any one word or group of

words make up the verbal context.

Usually, of course, all of these

contexts are involved when a word is used.

Bronislaw Malinowski

referred to the importance of context when he wrote:
A statement, spoken in real life, is never detached from
the situation in which it has been uttered. For each
verbal statement by a human being has the aim and function
of expressing some thought or feeling actual at that moment
and in that situation, and 'necessary for some reason or other
to be made known to another person or persons — in order
either to serve purposes of common action, or to establish
ties of purely social communion, or else to deliver the
speaker of violent feelings or passions. Without some
imperative stimulus of the moment, there can be no spoken
statement. In each case, therefore, utterance and situation
are bound up inextricably with each other and the context
of situation is indispensable for the understanding of the
words. Exactly as in the reality of spoken or written
languages, a word without linguistic context is a mere
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figment and stands for nothing by itself, so in the reality
of a spoken living tongue, the utterance has no meaning
except in the context of the situation.5°
While the above remarks were primarily in reference to the spoken
word, context is also an important ingredient of meaning in a written
expression; but verbal context assumes greater importance here.
In written expression, “the reader must depend to a large extent
on verbal context to interpret the meaning of words."59

The writer

must, if he really wishes to convey his ideas to a reader, "supply
a verbal context which will make as d e a r as possible the meaning of
words the understanding of which is essential to accurate interpre
tation.
To this point, we have stressed the fact that a word may, in
different situations, have different meanings and that readers or
listeners must evaluate the context of the word if they are to
interpret its meaning with any degree of accuracy.

We have also

pointed out the necessity of the user of words to provide a context
of such a nature that the words he speaks or writes may be under
stood by his audience.

Let us now examine meaning as it is under

stood by General Seraanticists.

General Semantics Approach to Meaning
According to General Semanticists, meaning is inextricably

-^Bronislaw Malinowski, "The Problem of Meaning in Primitive
Language," Supplement I in Ogden and Richards, op. cit., p. 307^lioors, ojd. cit., p.

^°Ibid., p. 84.

83.

bound up -with symbol!sm, for symbols are signs which stand for some
thing.

If signs do not stand for something, then they are meaningless

signs.
Our discussion of the abstracting process shows that words are
symbols —

standing for some fact-event in reality.

However, not all

of the words we use can be considered as symbols, or valid words:
"They are empty noises when they do not refer to anything so far
as the external world is concerned.11

Because many of our so-called

"words'1 have no logical existence, because they are self-contradictory,
or have no physical existence —
thing in the external world —

since they do not represent some
General Semanticists emphasize the

operational and extensional definitions as the basis for arriving
at the meaning of a w o r d . ^

There are three types of definitions

that could be considered the "most important":
the extensional, and the operational.

the intensional,

General Semanticists are most

concerned with the last two definitions.
Intensional Definitions —

Intensional definitions are based

on verbalizations, associations, etc. with disregard for observation.
They are generally couched in subject-predicate language which ignores
relations, differences, and the asymetrical relation between observer
and o b s e r v e d . T h e so-called intensional definitions are far re
moved from reality and are only words about words; they emphasize

^ Gorman, o£. cit., p. 59.
^Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. 173.
63Ibid.
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connotations.

As Gorman puts it;

They are really definitions by postulation, with no facts
secured by. empirical science. . . . The intensional defi
nition consists of the qualities possessed by an object;
since science today does not recognize qualities as being,
possessed by objects, these definitions are meaningless.54'
For these reasons, General Semanticists do not accept intensional
definitions as being adequate to give meaning.
Oliver L. Reiser tells us that much of the lack of accuracy in
our use of words arises from the fact that;
men will persevere in the opinion that because they have
a word, there must be a reality which corresponds to the
word. Thus through riefication and projection of concepts
we create verbal fictions; by abstraction and hypostatization
of our ideas we make things out of functions or forms of
behavior. This is illustrated by such a term as "conscious
ness," "force," "space," "justice," "democracy," and many
others. In general, we give air nothings a local habitation
and a name. This may be quite harmless in poetry; but it
is vicious in science. 5
Whenever we are dealing in facts in our communications, these in
tensional definitions cannot serve our purpose.

What we need are

definitions that have meaning in reality.
Extensional Definitions —

Quite the opposite of intensional

definitions, extensional definitions are verbalized only after obser
vation and investigation,

i n extensional definitions, denotation

is emphasized; these are real definitions since they are definitions
by inspection based on facts derived from empirical science.^

^Gorman, op. cit., p. 60
^Oliver L. Reiser, “Non-Aristotelian Systems and General
Semantics," General Semantics: Papers from the First American Congress
for General Semantics, ed. Hansell Baugh (New York: Arrows Editions,
1938), p. 38.
DOKorzybski, Science and Sanity, p. 175*
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The extensional method is the only method which is in accordance
with the structure of reality and our nervous systems, because ex
tensional meaning consists of the object to which the term may be
applied.

Consciousness of abstracting helps us to apply extensional

definitions, because to get meaning, we go back down the ladder of
abstraction (mentally) to the object resulting in the real definition
of the word.
Operational Definitions —

Operational definitions are really

a certain type of extensional definition whereby we define a thing
by telling what to do to experience the thing defined; e. g., we
define a cake by telling how to make one.

Operational definitions

were first described by P. W. Bridgman as they are used in physics.^7
They have been adopted by General Semanticists and elaborated on
somewhat.
The operational approach states that every concept must be
defined in terms of its operations.

If one knows what the concept

means, then he knows the operations that are necessary to produce
an instance of the concept; "the concept is synomymous with the corre/f O

sponding set of operations.11
something:

Rapoport tells us that to define

"Place a thing to be defined.in a class; then name the

properties which distinguish it from the other members of its class."^9

W. Bridgman, The Logic of Modern Physics (Hew York:
The Macmillan Co.-, 1932).
6^Ibid., p. 5.

^Anatol Rapoport, "Semantic Aspects of Language and Mathe
matics," ETC.: A Review of General Semantics, III, Ho. 2 (Winter,
1946), 112.
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The operational definitions do this because the operations would serve
to distinguish one concept from another.
The operational approach also recognizes that new kinds of ex
perience are always possible.

As new occurrences are experienced

and as these are expressed in terms of operations, new concepts are
formed.

Thus, the operational approach to meaning is consistent

with the process nature of reality and allows meanings to change
as necessary to keep the structure of our language in correspondence
with the structure of reality.
Undefined Terms —

Not all terms can or should be defined.

language systems depend ultimately on a few undefined terms.

All

We can

consider language as names for entities which, in reality, are re
lations between the entity and the human nervous system, or as names
for all other types of relations.

One man, Bill, cannot communicate

to another man, Jack, exactly what he abstracts unless Jack knows
the meaning of the symbol or word which Bill uses to symbolize the
abstraction.

The meaning must be given by a definition, the meaning

of which must be given by still another definition.

Ultimately, a

set of terms must be reached which could not be further defined be
cause of a lack of words.

In all linguistic schemes, the meaning

of a word depends on the meaning of other words defining it; and
this relation ultimately depends on the "multi-ordinality of the
undefined terms which at a given point cannot be elucidated further.

^Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. ZL.
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Multi-ordinal Terms —

Not only are there undefined terms in

the General Semantics theory of meaning, but there are multi-ordinal
terms.

These are words which have no meanings of themselves, but

only in context.

In different contexts, or on different levels of

abstraction, they have different meanings, analogous meanings.^
Some of these words are "yes,11 "no," "true," "false," "existence,"
"is," "relation," "knowing," "fair," etc.

Multi-ordinal terms are

among the most important we have, for they allow great freedom in
expressing ourselves, but we must be conscious of the different
contextual meanings of such terms and evaluate them accordingly.
Thus, it would seem that the meanings of words or other symbols
are best given according to experienced objects or processes, by
enumeration or description, and in the case of multi-ordinal terms
by context.

But we must remember that meanings involve the emotion

al as well as the intellectual factors and that ultimately meanings
are really semantic reactions that are influenced by education,
environment, language and structure.
VIII.

SUMMARY COMMENTS

This chapter has coped with the task of defining and explaining
the system of General Semantics.

Consideration has been given to

certain formulations and techniques of evaluation that were originally
written in terms of sanity and the individual's adjustment to reality.
a

But these same concepts should prove useful in the preparation and

71Ibid.. p. 14.

5^
evaluation of any type of communication.

Some of these factors are

used in developing a model of the communication process in the follow
ing chapter.

Also, in Chapter V, we relate some of these concepts

to the accounting process and to the evaluation of accounting data.
The reader is warned that this discussion has been severelyrestricted by space limitations. (Korzybski used over 800 pages to
describe his system).

It is strongly recommended that the reader go

to the pages of Science and Sanity, not only to appraise this writer's
interpretation of what Korzybski wrote, but also to begin his own
training in this non-aristotelian semantic discipline.

CHAPTER III
THE PROCESS OF COMMUNICATION

The basic hypothesis of this study is that the accounting process
can be related to the communication process.

In order to accomplish

this, however, we must first examine the process of communication
and develop a framework, or model, that is applicable to the ac
counting process.
Communication, of course, is a multi-ordinal term that assumes
its meaning from the context in which it is used.

As one writer

points out, 'We use the word 'communication1 sometimes to refer to
what is . . . transferred, sometimes to the means by which it is
transferred, sometimes to the whole process.

In this study, we

are interested in the process by which communication occurs.
We can say that communication is not something that exists;
it is something which occurs.

Each occurence differs in some ways

from every other occurence, but we can isolate certain elements and
phases that all communication events appear to have in common.
This chapter is concerned with an analysis of these ingredients and
their interrelationships in the communication process.

"*A. J. Ayer, “What is Communication," Studies in Commu
nication (London; Martin Seeker & Warburg, 1955)» P* 12.
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I.

THE PROCESS VIEWPOINT

The theory of communication reflects the process point of
view,^

Communication theorists reject the idea that reality con

sists of events that can be separated from all other events.

Re

lating this point of view to communication, they argue that "you
cannot talk about the beginning or the end of communication or
say that a particular idea came from one specific source, that
communication occurs in only one way, and so on,
Nevertheless, in order to discuss a process, we must arrest
the dynamic of the process and discuss elements.

This leaves out

the interrelationships among the elements, it separates things that
may not be separable, and it ignores the fact that these elements
never operate independently; yet, we have no choice if we are to
analyze a process.

We must remember, however, that we are not in

cluding everything in our discussion.

With this process point of

view established in our mind, we can now examine the communication
process.

II.

THE PURPOSE OF COMMUNICATION

In analyzing the communication process, one of the first questions
we need to ask is, what did the communicator intend to happen as a
result of his message?

What was he trying to accomplish, or in psy

chological terms, what response was he trying to obtain?

^Above, p. 9.
^Berlo, op. cit.. p. 24-.

In brief,
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1
what was the purpose of the communication event?
Aristotle defined the study of communication as the search for
"all the available means of p e r s u a s i o n . H e indicated that a
speaker might have other purposes, but he clearly implied that the
prime goal of communication was persuasion, an attempt to sway other
men to the speaker's point of view.
During the eighteenth century, the concepts of faculty psy
chology (which attributed separate faculties to the mind and the
soul) invaded communication:
By this theory, one purpose of .communication was inform
ative — an appeal to the mind. A second was persuasive —
an appeal to the soul, the emotions. A third was enter
tainment, and it was argued that we could classify the
intentions of the communicator, and the supporting materi
al he used, within these categories.
While faculty psychology is no longer supported by psychologists,
its remnants still exist in the definition of communication intent.
For example, it is popular today to distinguish between education
(inform)propaganda (persuade), and entertainment in establishing
the purpose of a given message.

In relatively few instances will

there be found just one of these "purposes”; rather there will
generally be found an intent to inform and persuade, entertain and
inform, and so on.

While there may be some merit in making these

distinctions in the classroom, behavioral scientists tend to take
the position that the organism can be analyzed more fruitfully if

ijW. Rhys Roberts, "Rhetorica," The Works of Aristotle, ed.
W. D. Ross (London; Oxford University Press, 194&J, Vol. XI, p. 6.
■^Berlo, 0£. cit., p. 8.
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-re do not think about these entities (mind and soul) as operating
unto themselves.
Analysing communication from the behaviorist1s point of view,
David Berio says that our purpose in communication is "to alter the
original relationship between our own organism, and the environment
in which we found ourselves."^

'The same writer goes on -to say that:

Our basic purpose in communication is to become an
affecting agent; to affect others, our physical environ
ment, and ourselves; a determining agent, to have a
vote in how things are. In short, we communicate to
influence — to affect with intent.7
This approach to the purpose of communication indicates that the
communicator intends to cause some response by the receiver.

Another

writer accepts this point of view when he says that communication
may be defined as "any initiated behavior on the part of the sender
which conveys the desired meaning to the receiver and causes the
desired response behavior from the receiver.
If we assume that the purpose of communication is to affect
a response, two questions are raised:
how are they to be affected??

who are to be affected, and

These two dimensions of purpose are

important because someone other than the intended receiver may
receive the message and make a different response from that intended
by the sender.

Also, the intended receiver may receive the message,

^Ibid., p. 11.
?Ibid.. p. 12.
^Willard V. Merrihue, Managing by Communication (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1960), p. JucT.
?Berlo, op. cit., pp. 15-16.
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but make a response different from that intended by the sender.
Communication will have occurred iri these instances, but the purpose
of the communication will not have been fulfilled.

It is particular

ly, important to keep these points in mind when investigating an
ineffective or unsuccessful communication.

The answer to the lack

of success may lie within the intended response (or purpose) of the
sender and the response actually elicited from the receiver.
It follows from the above analysis that purpose and audience
cannot be separated.

Therefore, we can conclude that the purpose

of communication is to elicit a specific response from a specific
person or group of persons.
III.

PHASES OF COMMUNICATION

For purposes of analysis, the communication event can be di
vided into four phases:

(1) the introspective phase, experienced

by the communicator; (2) the encoding stage; (3) the transmission
phase; and (4) the inference phase, experienced b y the communicatee.

1o

While some of these phases may occur almost simultaneously, it is
convenient to discuss them separately in order to ''see1’ what is
involved in the communication act.

The Communicator1s Introspective Phase
The introspective phase involves, the sender's response to stimu
li which results in his conception of a need to transmit some fact,

^ D a v i d Marion Robinson, "A Study of Communication in the
Business Organization With Emphasis on Written Managerial Communi
cations" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Dept, of Management and
Marketing, Louisiana State Universit}?-, 196l), p. 30*
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idea, feeling, course of action, etc.
within or without the communicator.

11

These stimuli may come from

As William Haney points out:

Man always acts in response to some stimulation. These
happenings may occur outside the person, as for example,
the scene of a boy digging for worms, the roar of a plane
overhead, or the aroma of frying bacon. Or they may occur
within the individual as, say, a feeling of nausea or
euphoria, a memory, the "flash" of an insight, etc.'^
The communicator, following the abstracting process, evaluates the
characteristics of the fact-event that he has observed and derives
both the reason for communicating and the characteristics of the
event that he will attempt to transfer to the receiver.

It is in

this introspective phase that the communication process "assumes
its purposive nature."^

We may say that this phase constitutes the

initial step in the development of a communication event.

The Encoding Phase
Having conceived the need for a communication event and deciding
on his intended purpose, the communicator's next step is to develop
a message that will convey his information or ideas.

This is the

encoding phase, and it consists of selecting the words or other
symbols that will represent the fact-event and arranging them into
a message.
At this point, the communicator is faced with the problem of

11

This phase involves the process of abstracting, as described
above, pp. 22-29.
^William V. Haney, Communication: Patterns and Incidents
(Homewood, HI.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1 9 o 0 ) , p . 5*
^Robinson, op. cit., p. JO,
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the lack of precision of any language —

whether it is English,

Russian, and so forth, or some specialized language system, such
as mathematics or accounting.

As discussed earlier in this study,

a system of language is not — and cannot be — completely in step
■j
with reality. ^ Therefore, the communicator is compelled to prepare
his message with symbols that cannot indicate all that he would
like to transfer to the receiver.

Because of this limitation,

the encoding phase assumes considerable importance in the com
munication event.

Selection of the symbols (or words) and their

adaptation into a message must be done with due regard for their
inexactness in indicating meaning.

The communicator must also

select symbols that are familiar to the receiver or, at least,
place the symbols in a

context which will indicate their meaning

to the receiver, if he

expects to

achieve an effectivecommunication.

To encode a message that expresses our purpose, we must possess
the necessary encoding skills.

As Berio points out:

If we are to write our message, we need to have a vocabu
lary adequate to express our ideas. We want to use words
that express our meaning most clearly. . . .
Given a
vocabulary we have to understand how to put our words
together most effectively. . . . We have to arrange our
words so that our meaning is
clear. 5
The same points hold true
words.

if

we are using symbolsother than

That is, we must choose symbols that will express our ideas

best and arrange them in their most effective order.

For example,

a mathematical formula contains symbols that are arranged in a certain

^Above, p. 33
^Berlo, 0£. cit. , p.
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order, and this orderly arrangement transfers meanings between mathe
maticians.

If the symbols are disarranged, the meaning of the

formula will probably be lost.
Of course, this study is not primarily interested in the methods
and techniques of good writing.

It is important,to realize however,

that the linguistic facility of a communicator is an important factor
in the communication process.

We are limited in our ability to ex

press our purposes if we do not have the communication skills neces
sary to encode accurate messages.

Such deficiences also limit the

ideas that are available to us, and limit our ability to manipulate
these ideas —

i. e., our ability to think.

16

Summing up briefly, the encoding phase involves the selection
of the symbols to reflect our thoughts, and the arrangement of these
symbols into a message that can be transmitted and that can be under
stood by the receiver.
\

The Transmission Phase
The transmission phase is essentially a technical problem —
one of selecting a channel and releasing the message to the re
ceiver.

The communicator may choose either aural or visual signals

to carry his message; and of course, there is a wide array of trans
mission media available for him to select as the carrier of his
message.

Some of these media are the voice, hand signals, flags,

^T h e theory that man's language affects his perception
and thinking was hypothesized by Sapir and Whorf. See Benjamin L.
Whorf, "The Relation of Habitual Thought and Behavior to Language,11
BTC.: A Review of General Semantics, I, No. 1 (Summer, 19^3), pp.
197- 2157
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letters, reports, radio, telegraph wires, newspapers, books, and
others.

Generally, the communicator will select the medium that he

thinks will transmit his message most effectively and most precisely,
but there may be other considerations.

Berio lists a number of

things that determine media selection:
Selection is limited by (a) what is available, (b) how much
money can be spent, and (c) what the source's preferences
are. Other determinants of channel selection are (a) which
channels are received by the most people (at lowest cost),
(b) which channels have the most impact, (c) which channels
are the most adaptable to the kind of purpose which the
source has, and (d) which channels are most adaptable to
the content of the message.^?
The channel for most routine messages is generally established
through custom or personal preference of the communicator.

For

an out-of-the-ordinary message, or when re-examining the ordinary
message route, the criteria above should receive the careful attention
of the communicator.

Careful selection of the channel can help

to improve the chances of a successful communication.
A critical factor which is related to the transmission phase,
and which often causes mis-communication, is noise.

Noise may be

defined as "disturbances which do not represent any part of the
message from a specified

source-.

"”*6

The relationship of this concept,

say, to radio transmission is readily apparent:

noise is the crackling

of static, the hum of the receiver, or any other form of aural dis
turbance which is comingled with, but not a part of the message

^Berlo, o£. cit. , p. 65 .
^^Cherry, op. cit., p. 121.
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In human communication, noise is any distortion comingled with
the message.

For example, in face-to-face communications, the facial

expression of the communicator might cause meaning distortion; in
written messages, positioning of information within the message or
placing undue emphasis (perhaps by size or style of type) on parts
of the message could distort the meaning of the message and would,
therefore, be considered noise.

Or the obliteration of certain

words in the message, perhaps through the smearing of the ink, would
constitute noise.

If there is any "noise11 present in a message,

the response of the receiver may bear no resemblance to the response
anticipated and desired by the communicator.
Thus, while the transmission phase includes the technicalities
of the physical transfer of the message, the communicator should
still consider the choice of channels as a serious factor in the
communication process.

He should also eliminate as much "noise"

from his message as he possibly can in order to increase the likeli
hood of his purpose being fulfilled.
The Communicatee* s Inference Phase
The inference phase is characterized by the receiver’s decoding
of the message and assigning meaning to it.

To the extent that the

receiver’s response conforms to that anticipated by the sender, we
can say that communication has been effective or successful.

If the

response does not conform to that anticipated by the sender, communi
cation will have occurred (because a message has been transmitted and
received) but the purpose of the communication will not have been
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fulfilled, and we can say that the communication was ineffective
or unsuccessful.
The inference phase involves many of the aspects of the com
municator1s introspective phase.

Both the sender and the receiver

are responding to some stimuli, and both must evaluate that stimuli
and assign meaning to it; i. e., they both go through the process
of abstracting.

This is called the inference phase, however, because

the receiver is generally evaluating information about events which
he has not observed; therefore, he is on an inferential level of
abstraction.19
There are several factors that condition the meaning a receiver
will assign to a message, and thus, his response to that message.
Some of these factors are his experiential background, his attitude,
his prejudices and biases, his power to deduce, and of course, the
inability of the symbols to convey all of the information about the
fact-event.

Probably the most important of these factors is the

experiential background of the receiver.^

As one writer points

out;
A communicator can probably never convey the message he
intends. He can only arouse in the listener a concept
which has been developed in that listener through experiences
with objects or persons which he has related to the syabols .
used by the communicator. There is probably always Some
difference between the concept evoked and the concept intended.

^Above, p. 26.
on
These same factors are equally applicable to the communi
cator in his perception of the fact-event and his encoding of the
message.
^ C a r l H. Weaver, "Measuring Point of View As a Barrier to Com
munication,11 The Journal of Communication, VII, No. 1 (Spring, 1957), 5-
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One of the principal problems of both the sender and the receiver of
a message is to reduce this difference between the concept evoked
and the concept intended.

One of the ways they can reduce this

difference is for each of them to consider the experiential back
ground of the other.

The sender can select and arrange his symbols

according to his knowledge of the receiver's background.

The re

ceiver, on the other hand, can evaluate the message in light of his
knowledge of the communicator's background.

The receiver should

also keep in mind the limitations of a language in communicating
meaning, and of course, his own short-comings in interpreting a
message.
The inference phase also involves the communicatee's feedback
to the communicator —

that is, the translation of the message into

an overt or tacit response.

Feedback may take the form of another

message, some course of action taken by the receiver, or a silent
acceptance or acquiescence of the message.

Whatever the form of

response, feedback "provides the source with information concerning
his success in accomplishing his objective.
control over future messages which the source

In doing this, it extends
e n c o d e s .

"22

Thus,

feedback acts to complete a circular and dynamic process, whereby
the sender can determine how well he is doing in accomplishing his
purpose.

The source also evaluates the feedback from his message

in order to determine the need for another message, and if needed,
the contents of such a message.

We can say, therefore, that the

receiver exerts a certain amount of control over future messages by

22Berlo, ojo. cit., pp. 111-12.

the response he makes to the initial message.

Thus, the inference

phase plays a vital role, not only in a particular communication
event, but also in the continuing process of communication.
Interrelationship of the Phases
We have separated the communication act into four phases for
discussion purposes, and we have indicated that there is a certain
sequence to these phases.

The reader is cautioned, however, that

co-rununication is a circular process —
with the sender and ended up —

that is. i-ie have started

via feedback —

at the sender.

Obvi

ously, we could have analysed the communication act from the point
of view of the receiver, and the phases would have come in a differ
ent sequence.

The point is, all of these phases are involved in the

act, but it is the overall process that is important and not the
sequence of the phases as they might be discussed.
These four phases are interrelated to a considerable extent.
For example, the encoding and transmission phases may occur almost
simultaneously, and either phase may influence the other.

Some types

of messages can only be transmitted through certain channels —

for

example, the spoken word cannot be transmitted in a letter or other
written material; or, if the transmission medium has been selected,
then the message must be encoded so that that particular medium can
carry it.
We have already indicated the close co-ordination that is needed
between the sender and the receiver if there is to be effective
communication.

In fact, the communication concepts of source and

receiver are dyadic; i. e., they depend on each other for their
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definition.

A source cannot be defined without defining a receiver,

and a receiver cannot be defined without defining a source.^3
Of course, the encoding phase is a direct continuation of the
introspective phase, as illustrated by the process of abstracting.
Thus, there is an interdependence of these phases that cannot be
denied or disregarded.

IV.

SURVEY OF COMMUNICATION MODELS

Instead of analyzing the communication event in terras of the
phases involved, a number of writers have developed models of the
communication process —

describing it, listing its ingredients, etc.

None of these models can be said to be "right" or "true," but we can
gain some insight into the process of communication by examining some
of them.

Aristotle
One of the earliest communication models came from Aristotle.
He said that there are three ingredients of communication:
speaker, the speech, and the audience.

o Il

the

1
He meant that each of

these elements is necessary to communication, and that we can analyze
the process under the three headings of (l) the person who speaks,
(2) the speech that he makes, and (3) the person who listens,
This model is restricted to the person-to-person level of com
munication analysis, but it contains what may be considered the minimum

23jbid., p. 108
2%loberts, o£. cit., p. 1^.

framework around which to analyze communications.

Most of our more

recent models contain, or at least imply, these elements of Aristotle;
but generally, they are somewhat more complex.

Shannon-W eaver
One of the most used models in describing the communication
process is the one developed by Claude Shannon and Warren Weavery
They said that the ingredients in communication include (l) a source,
(2) a transmitter, (3) a signal, (A-) a receiver, and (5) a desti
n a t i o n . ^

This model was developed for use in electronic communi

cation, but it has proven very useful in describing human communication.
By translating the source into the speaker, the signal into the
speech, and the destination into the listener, we have the Aristotelian
model, plus two added ingredients —

a transmitter which sends out

the source's message, and a receiver which catches the message for the
destination.

This model permits an analysis of the communication

process where the persons involved are not in close proximity to each
other and must have assistance in the transmission of a message.
Thus, the communication network is extended and additional elements
must be analyzed.

Schramm
Moving to still a broader level of analysis, Wilbur Schramm
developed a model to describe mass communications.

He listed as

^Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver, The Mathematical Theory
of Communication (Urbana, 111.: University of Illinois Press, 19^9)»
p. 5.
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elements of communication: (l) a source, (2) an encoder, (3) a
signal, (h-) a decoder, and (5) a destination.

It is readily

apparent that this model is quite similar to the Shannon-Weaver
model, Ttfith Schramm substituting an encoder for a transmitter and
a decoder for a receiver.

Of course, the basic difference is that

Schramm was concerned with human communication, and so, chose terms
that would Indicate the human components in the system.
Schramm pointed out that "communication always requires at least
three elements —

the source, the message, and the destination.

However, he added that the source could be a person or a communi
cation organization, and that the destination could be a person,
a group, or a mass audience.

In order to de-personalize the concepts

of "source11 and "destination,11 Schramm had to add the behaviorforms of encoder and decoder to his model.

3y combining the concepts

of source and encoder, and decoder and destination, this model could
be used to describe person-to-person communication; or, by separating
these concepts, the model could be used to describe mass coairaunications or communications at the organisation level.

Thus, this

model can be used in analyzing communications at various levels.
Schramm also pointed out one particularly significant aspect
of human communication.

That is, the field of experience of the

source and the field of experience of the destination (this is at

26#ilbur Schramm, "How Communication Works," The Process and
Effects of Mass Communication (Urbana, 111.: University of Illinois
Press, 195^77?. 4*.
~7lbid., p. 3»

the individual level) must overlap to some extent for communication
to take place.

If the two fields of experience overlap a great

deal, communication will be easy; if they overlap just slightly —
that is, if the experiences of the source and destination have been
strikingly unlike —

effective communication will be difficult; and

if there has been no common experience, then communication "will be
impossible. 2*3

Thus, there must be some common ground for communi

cation to take place.

W estle.y-MacLean
Bruce Westley and Malcolm MacLean developed a model that bridges
the gap between face-to-face communication and mass communication
in a very simple manner.^9

in this model, the simpllest type of

face-to-face communication is described:

a person, A, communicates

to another person, B, about some object, X.

In such a situation,

B is in close proximity to both A and X, an<3 can receive and act
upon the information transmitted to him; and he can keep himself
oriented to the events around him.
However, when the As and Xs are outside the range of B, there
is need for another role, £.

£ is conceived of as one who can select

the characteristics from object X which are appropriate for B* s
need satisfactions or problem solution, transform them into some
symbol containing meanings shared with B, and transmit such symbols

^ Ibid., p. 6.
"9Bruce H. Westley and Malcolm S. MacLean, Jr., "A Conceptual
Model for Communications Research," Journalism Quarterly, 3^ (Spring,
1957), 31-38.
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by some channel to B.
In face-to-face communication, the ABX model indicates the two
persons and the object involved in the communication event.

However,

in the ABCX model, which describes mass communication or an informa
tion organization, ABCX represent theaLements of the communication
process. A represents the source, which may be a person, a group of
persons, an organization, etc.; B represents the destination, which
also may be a person, a group, an organization, etc.; X represents
the object, fact, event, etc.; and £ represents the agent of A or
B, or perhaps both, in the communication process.

For example, £

could be a newspaper reporter, an information officer for some organi
zation, an accountant, etc.
This model relies on the multi-ordinality of the symbols in
the model; but if the reader remembers to shift from one level of
abstraction to another one, this model neatly sums up the major
elements of the communication process, at any level of analysis.
Johnson
Wendell Johnson takes a different approach in describing the
communication process.

He lists the stages of what goes on in the

process of communication:
1.

An event occurs (any first order fact . . .)

2.

which stimulates Mr. A through eyes, ears, or other
sensory organs, and the resulting

3.

nervous impulses travel to Mr. A*s brain, and from
there to his muscles and glands, producing tensions,
preverbal feelings, etc.,

3°Ibid., p. 33-
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4.

’which Mr. A then begins to translate into words, according
to his accustomed verbal patterns, and out of al 1 the
words he ,!thinks of"

5.

he "selects," or abstracts, certain ones which he arranges
in some fashion, and then

6.

by m e a n s of sound waves and light waves, Mr. A speaks to
Mr. B,

7.

whose ears and eyes are stimulated by the sound -/raves and
light waves, respectively, and the resulting

8.

nervous impulses travel to Mr. B's brain, and from there
to his muscles and glands, producing tensions, preverbal
feelings, etc.,

9-

which Mr. B then begins to translate into words, according
to his accustomed verbal patterns, and out of all the
words he "thinks of"

10.

he "selects," or abstracts, certain ones, which he arranges
in some fashion and then Mr. B speaks, or acts, accordingly,
thereby stimulating Mr. A — or somebody else — . and so
the process of communication goes on, and on.

This model takes into consideration the process of abstracting as
described in Chapter II of this study.

A close examination will

also reveal most of the elements indicated in the models above.
There is, for instance, a source, an encoder, a signal, a decoder,
a receiver, a destination, etc.
Johnson's model was developed in terms of individual-toindividual communication; but in the final analysis, all human com
munication —

including mass communication —

cation between individuals.

reduces to communi

For example, a newspaper article may

be worked on by several people in the process of being published,

^Wendell Johnson, "Speech and Personality," The Communication
of Ideas, ed. Lyman Bryson (New York; Harper & Brothers, 1948), p. 56;
also, People in Quandaries, p. 4-72.
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and it is written for a mass audience; yet, the article as finally
written and published comes from some individual's conception of some
happening which he wished to report, and the article must be read
and evaluated by each individual reader.

Therefore, Johnson's model

remains valid for all types and levels of human communication.

Other Models
A number of other writers have also developed models to explain
the process of communication.

A brief summary of some of these

models will be given below by listing the elements in each and point
ing out any element that was emphasized in that particular model
or not specifically pointed out in the other models.
Berio —

David Berio indicated that a communication model should

include (l) the communication source, (2) the encoder, (3) the
message, (4) the channel', (5) the decoder, and (6) the communication
r e c e i v e r . B e r i o was particularly influenced by research in the
behavioral sciences, and he places considerable emphasis on the
processes involved within the communicator and the communicatee at
different stages of the communication process.

He perceived the

purpose of communication to be "to affect the responses of a re
ceiver. "33
Lasswell —

One of the most pervasive of existing models is

that of Harold D. Lasswell:

Who says what through what channels to

323erlo, o£. cit., p. 32.
33ibid.. p. 15.
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whom -with what effect.3^~

This model indicates that communication

is purposive, and Lasswell stressed the idea of analyzing the effect
that a communication has on the receiver, on the source, and on the
situation as a whole.
Thayer —

Lee 0, Thayer says that a communication event has

four basic elements:
receiver.

35

an originator, a situation, a message, and a

This model introduces the situation as one of the basic

elements in communication.

The "situation" refers to the complete

context within which the communication event takes place.

The environ

ment, the knowledge of the sender and the receiver, their feelings
and attitudes, and anything else that has any bearing or effect on
the communication event are included in the "situation."

Thayer

points out that "the situation provides both the 'need' for the
message, and a reference source for its interpretation."36
A comparison of these models, and others, will indicate the
great similarities among them.

They differ partly because of the

different points of view of the disciplines from which they emerged,
partly in the addition or deletion of one or two elements, and partly
in terminology.

A point to keep in mind is that all of these models

are attempting to describe essentially the same tiling; but this thing
(the process of communication) is so complex that no single model or

3^Harold D. Lasswell, "The Structure and Function of Com
munication in Society,11 The Communication of Ideas, op. cit., p. 37*
35Lee 0. Thayer, Administrative Communication (Homewood,
111.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1961), p. Vj.
36Ibid.
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description can ever completely describe it.

These models act simply

to guide our thinking about communication and to give us a frame of
reference in analyzing the communication process.

V.

A GENERALIZED COMMUNICATION MODEL

The communication model can be used to describe a relatively
uncomplicated communication situation.

It is equally useful in

describing the communication behavior of a complex organization.
Berio points out:

The communication model can be used to describe the per
sonal behavior of any member of the . . . staff. At the
same time, it can be applied at a different level of
analysis, and used to describe the workings of the organi
zation as a communication network. . . . The model is
equally applicable to both. It represents a point of
view, a way of looking at behavior.37
In the pages below, a generalized model of the communication process
will be developed which can be used as a framework for discussing
the accounting process.

This model is based on our discussion of

General Semantics, and the elements and phases of the communication
process discussed above.
Elements of the Model
This discussion of the communication process indicates several
elements which appear to be present in every communication event.
These elements include (l) a source, (2) an event, (3) an originator,
(h) an encoder, (5) a message, (6 ) a channel, (?) a receiver, (8 ) a
decoder, and (9) feedback.

Let us look at a hypothetical communi

cation event in order to see how these elements fit into the overall

^Berlo, o£. cit., p.
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communication process.
Joe Smith (a source) observes a drop of liquid fall on his coat
(an event).

Joe abstracts certain characteristics from this event —

it appears white, it cannot be brushed off his coat, it feels sticky,
etc. —

and decides he trill have to tell the dry cleaner about it

(he becomes an originator).

Abstracting to a still higher level,

Joe decides that the drop of liquid can be called paint (he is now
encoding —

symbolizing the event with words).

Joe then selects

additional words from his vocabulary and groups them into a meaning
ful sequence —

"I have a spot of white paint on my coat, Bill.

Can you remove it”?

(a message).

Joe speaks (a channel) and the

message is transmitted to Bill Jones (a receiver), who listens to
the message and assigns meaning to the words (he is decoding; i. e.,
going back down the abstraction ladder, in his mind, from the words
to the concept he already has of paint, removing it, etc.).

Bill

then makes some type of response (feedback), such as saying, "Yes,
I can remove it."; or he might nod his head; or he might take the coat
and apply spot remover to the spot of paint, removing it.
This hypothetical ease of two people communicating illu
strates the basic cycle of the communication process.

This basic

cycle will be found in all cases of human communication in which at
least two people are involved.
The communication event can also be analyzed on a higher level —
such as at the organization or institutional level.

At this higher

level, we find that some of our elements must take a different
meaning.

We also ;find that the communication event, on this higher

level may include several of the basic cycles as defined above.
Another hypothetical communication event will illustrate these
points.
In the Best Department Store (a source), Mr, Brown, the manager,
overhears a clerk insult Mr. Smith, a customer (an event).

Mr.

Brown decides that the store owes Mr. Smith an apology (Mr. Brown
becomes an originator), and he instructs the floor manager, Mr.
Dail, to write a letter of apology to Mr. Smith.

(A basic cycle).

Mr. Dail gathers information about the incident from Mr. Brown and
the clerk (which involves several basic cycles), and attempts to
express the feelings of the store's management in words (Mr. Dail
in an encoder; he may also have had assistance in this from Mr. Brown
and others, and these would also be included as encoders),

Mr.

Dail then dictates his choice of words (the message) to his secretary,
w-ho types and mails a letter (the channel) to Mr. Smith (a receiver).
Mr. Smith, who cannot read, asks his wife to read the letter for
him (a decoder).

Mr. Smith then responds to the letter.

His re

sponse may take the form of a letter in reply or a telephone call
to the store —
one —

overt responses; or his response may be a tacit

such as continuing to shop at the Best Department Store.

Any of these responses would transmit information back to the store,
however.

(Feedback).

In this second situation, it can be seen that the source is
considered to be the department store; also that several people
may be involved in encoding a message on the organization level.
Thus, we still have our original nine elements, but the definitions

have changed for some of them.

Rather than assigning fixed defi

nitions to these elements, it is better to change our interpre
tations of them according to the level of our analysis.

As Berio

points out, these elements "should not be viewed as separate things
or entities or people.

They are the n a m e s of behaviors x-rhich have

to be performed for communication to

occur.
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son may be involved in the same behavior~form —

More than one per
that is, there

may be multiple sources, encoders, and others; or one person may
perform more than one set of behavior-forms —

that is, the same

person may be both a source and an originator, an encoder and a
decoder, etc.

This illustrates the earlier point that the elements

of communication cannot be divided into independent or non-overlapping
entities.

We can, however, use the same elements to describe com

munication at different levels of analysis, if we remember the multiordinality of these elements.

The Model Summarized
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that a generalized
model of the communication process can be used to describe communi
cations at various levels of analysis.

Such a model should include

the following basic elements.
1.

There is a source — which may be an individual, a
group, or an organization.

2.

There is an event — which is some first order happening
that serves as a source of sensory stimulation. This event
may occur within or without the individual.

38Ibid., p. 37.
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3.

There is an originator — who perceives the event, ab
stracts certain characteristics from it, and decides
that there is a need to communicate.
There is an encoder — who may or may not be the same as
the source and/or the originator. The encoder selects
the words, or other symbols, which represent the event
and arranges them to transmit information about the event.
Several people may be involved in the encoding phase at
the organization level.

5.

There is a message — which transmits information about
the event. The message is the final product of the encod
ing phase.

6.

There is a channel — which is the medium through which
the message is transmitted.

7.

There is a receiver — which may also be an individual, a
group, or an organization. The message is addressed,
or transmitted to, the receiver.

8 . There is a decoder — who may or may not be the same as
the receiver. The decoder translates the words or
symbols into concepts that have meaning and signifi
cance to himself.
9.

There is feedback — which is the response (either tacit
or overt) that the receiver makes to the message and
which is relayed back to the source. Feedback could
be conceived of' as some new event and as the start of
a new communication event. It is more convenient, how
ever, to conceive of feedback as the completion of a
circular process.

These elements do not describe the communication process completely,
but they do offer a frame of reference in which to analyze communi
cations.

These elements can also be used to describe the workings

of other processes which are similar to the communication process.
Thus, this generalized model of the communication process can be used
in various levels and types of analysis.

\
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VI.

SUMMARY COMMENTS

In this chapter we have attempted to describe the workings of
the communication process.

We have examined the purpose of com

munication, the phases of the communication process, and several
models of the communication process.

Drawing from this discussion,

and from the concepts of' General Semantics, we have developed a
generalized model of the communication process that will be used in
Chapter V to explain and describe the accounting process.

CHAPTER IV

SOME GENERAL SEMANTIC ASPECTS OF ACCOUNTING

In the area of accounting communications, most of the re
search has been done at the level of report writing.-' As discussed
in the two previous chapters, however, communication is an inter
related process with several elements and phases.
applies equally to all types of communication —

This conception
including account

ing.
The notion of accounting as a communication process is discussedin this chapter and the succeeding one.

In this chapter, selected

General Semantic concepts are discussed as they are related to the
accounting process.

I.

THE PROCESS NATURE OF ACCOUNTING

This study has included two distinct conceptions of a "process.11
In the first instance, "process" has been used as a descriptive
term to explain the nature of reality.2
in it are constantly changing —

The world and everything

everything is different from one

^Paul-Kircher, "Theory and Research in Management Account
ing," The Accounting Review, XXXVI (January, 196l), ^9*
“Above, p . 20.

instant to the next.

Thus, we live in a process world.

Another conception of a ’'process” is one in v.hieh the dynamic
aspects of a series of events (or elements) and their interrelation
ships are recognised, and the entire system is referred to as a
process —

for example, the communication process.

In either

conception, dynamic action — . rather than a static, fixed concept —
is indicated.
Accounting is vitally related to both of these conceptions
of process.

In Chapter V, accounting elements are discussed as a

unified process in relation to a communication model, and in this
chapter, accounting is related to the notion of a "process world” —
a notion that accountants have tended to bypass or disregard.
Accountants, and others, have a tendency to make identifi
cations in evaluating accounting information; that is, they "fix"
the facts and events being reported from year to year.

For example,

the "Land” account may be reported at the same monetary value for
a number of years.

As Paton and Dixon indicate:

Transactions affecting the land account are relatively
infrequent and often there are not acquisitions or dis
positions of such property over a considerable period
of years. . . . Only on special occasions, however, is
formal recognition of increase or decrease of land value
likely to be considered.3
Under such circumstances, the accountant is likely to evaluate that
account as referring to the same land in each period, thus identi
fying those "facts.”

In actuality, however, that "land” has changed

^William A. Paton and Robert L. Dixon, Essentials of Ac
counting (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1958), p. 288.
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due to the process nature of reality, even though the monetary
value of that land may not have changed.

As Korzybski points out,

"Iron or anything else means only a persistence for a limited time
of certain gross characteristics representing a process.11^

There

fore, this land is in a state of process and is not the same from
year to year.
Other types of assets are equally affected by the process
nature of reality.

For example, an intangible asset such as good

will may be in a constant state of flux.
may change from day to day —

The value of goodwill

or even from hoar to hour —

as

customers, employees, and others are pleased by one incident and
are displeased by another incident.
Accountants may not have sufficient information (or authority)
to record many of the changes that a firm1s assets and equities
undergo, particularly in situations such as those indicated above,
but they should be aware of the fact that those changes are oc
curring.

The doctrine of objectivity —

which requires verifiable,

objective evidence to support recorded transactions-^ —

prevents

many observable changes from being recorded, but it does not pre
vent the accountant from reporting the change.
doctrine

In fact, the related

of full disclosure would appear to require the accountant

to report any change which became obvious, even though the change

^Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. ±62.
A. Paton and A. C. Littleton, An Introduction to Corporate
Accounting Standards (Columbus, Ohio: American Accounting Association,
±9k0), p. ± K
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was not "objective" enough to be recorded as a transaction.^
Even though changes may not become obvious enough to report,
the accountant should still be aware that changes are occurring
beyond the ken of his senses.

This awareness of change will cause

him to look for change; it will cause him to expect change —

in

all things; it will cause him to evaluate better because he will
look for differences in each thing or event; and it will cause him
to report events as dynamic processes rather than as fixed entities.
Of course, the user of financial statements should be equally
aware of the process nature of accounting events.

The user must

evaluate these statements in order to obtain meaning and signifi
cance from them; but unless he tempers his evaluation with an aware
ness of change, he will get yesterday's meaning and apply it to today's
situation .''7 For example, an income statement may indicate that net
profit for last year resulted from a reduction in expenses.

Now

if sales drop this year, a manager might still expect a profit
if he holds his expenses at the same, level —

but' only if he is

applying the meaning he obtained from last years income statement
to this year's situation.

If the manager is fully aware of change

in accounting events and situations, he would never make such an
illogical evaluation of today 1s situation.

This was an exaggerated

^Patrick S. Kemp, "Controversies on the Construction of
Financial Statements," The Accounting Review, XXXVXII (January,
1963), 129.
ETC.;

"^Helen M. Sommers, "General Semantics and Credit Evaluation,"
A Review of General Semantics, IX, No. 1 (Autumn, 1951)* 22.
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example, but it illustrates the point that the process nature of
reality applies to accounting events, as well as to the rest of
reality.
This brief discussion of the role of process in accounting
indicates the futility of expecting absolute accuracy in the '’facts"
of an accounting report.

Even under the assumption of complete

accuracy at the moment of the preparation of a report, there would
be some "change" before the report could be evaluated and a con
clusion reached.

(Of course, this does not mean that an account-

ing report is useless; only that it must be evaluated with care).

II.

ACCOUNTING AS AN ABSTRACTING PROCESS

In Chapter II, we discussed in some detail the process of
abstracting.

In brief summary, the abstracting process involves

selecting certain characteristics, and omitting others, from a multi
tude of possible characteristics of some occurrence.

As noted in

the discussion of General Semantics, there are several levels of
abstrs-ction with each level considered a higher order abstraction
than the previous level (meaning that more and more characteristics
are being omitted).

It is submitted that this process of abstracting

is particularly applicable to the accounting process and can lead
to a better understanding of the thought processes involved in pre
paring accounting reports.

37
The Fact-event Level
As pointed out above, accounting is concerned with fact-events
that are beyond our ability to observe.

These fact-events can

properly be considered as occurring at the event level described
in Chapter 11.^

At this non-verbal level of abstraction, things

are constantly happening and relationships are constantly changing.
In other words, at this level, our environment and the nature of
reality are influencing, preventing, and causing fact-events to
occur.

But many of these fact-events will never come to our at

tention because of the inability of our science and our senses to
discover what has happened.
As applied to accounting, there are changes occurring in the
assets of the entity at this un-sensible level.9

There are also

changes occurring in the environment surrounding the entity.

As

Kircher points out, "Accounting is an activity carried on in an
economic, technological, and political e n v i r o n m e n t , a n d each
of these overlapping environments is enfluencing the knoTtfledge,
the feelings, and the thoughts of people who may ultimately affect
the entity and the accounting therefor.

In other words, the entity

is constantly buffeted by events that may eventually affect it
either directly or indirectly.

However, at this level, the ac

countant does not and cannot perceive what is going on; his only

^Above, p. 2^.
^Above, pp. 2-3.
^Kircher, ojo. cit., p. ^6 .
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knowledge.is that "something" is happening.

The Object Level
Those fact-events may eventually produce characteristics that
the accountant can perceive.

When he perceives these characteristics,

the accountant becomes aware that a particular something has happened;
that is, he is aware of the "object," but he has not yet given it
a label or classification.
This objective level is where the traditional accounting trans
actions take place.

Transactions have un-sensible characteristics,

but accountants have generally ignored this aspect of transactions.
In essence, it is some economic event that occurs, which is per
ceived by accountants as a transaction.

The accountant "knows"

what he has perceived — . that is, he has a picture in his mind —
but the object is still on the nonverbal nondescriptive level of
abstraction.

An example of this object level of abstraction is

where an asset has undergone some change —

perhaps by the combination

of other assets with it, perhaps by deterioration, or perhaps by
accretion —
in the asset.

but whatever the cause, there is a sensible change
Another example is a situation where some person —

or persons -- have become so influenced by the environment that they
take some action which affects the entity and which can be perceived.
Such action might consist of a purchase by the entity, a sale to a
customer, or some other type of transaction;'the action might be a
mass reaction, such as a declining market price for the company's
products; or it might be some other action that is perceivable.

Hote, however, that not all of the perceivable objects will be
considered transactions; it is only the transactions that will be
recorded by the accountant, or to put it in better terras, it is
only abstractions from transactions that will be recorded by the
accountant.

This is the object level of abstraction, and the

i^eader will recall that there are fewer characteristics at this
level than at the fact-event level.
It should also be pointed out that the pictures forraed in the
accountant’s mind at this level are influenced by his knowledge,
beliefs, and personal feelings.

11

In other words, there is a

semantic reaction to this object by the accountant.

Obviously,

whatever is ultimately produced in the accountant's report m i l be
influenced by the "pictures" he perceives and his semantic reaction
to them.
Higher Order Abstractions
The fact-event and the object levels are considered first order
abstractions.

Moving to the next and succeeding levels requires

symbolization of those first order abstractions with words or other
symbols, thus these higher order abstractions are on the verbal
level.^

There are two approaches to the higher order abstractions;

One approach indicates the level of the statement being used:
other approach classifies the things being observed.

^Above, p. 23.
^ 2Above, p . 25.
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It is submitted
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that both approaches are pertinent fco accounting data.
At the first verbal level, the accountant abstracts those
characteristics which best describe the object he has perceived.
The accountant approaches a factual statement at this level, that
is, a statement "made after observation . . . and verifiable by
accepted

standards."^

Such a statement approaches but does not

reach, absolute certainty because certain characteristics have been
omitted an each level.

This point has been recognized by accountants —

at least, it has been recognized on an intellectual level —

although

in practice, accounting statements have been accorded a degree
of factual certainty that they do not deserve.

For example, Paton

and Littleton say, "Accounting . . . can never become completely
scientific, because its factual materials can never be determined
with complete and conclusive objectivity."

And another writer

points out:
One of the common fallacies in business and elsewhere is
the notion of "single-valued" truth. The idea that there
is some one figure to be found, some single answer to be
established,•overlooks that facts are not real in them
selves; facts-are interpretations of data with respect to
experience.15
This same writer also comments, "The very objectivity of quanti
tative data gives them an apparent validity, and it is easy to

1 Tf

"Weinberg, op. cit.. p. 32.

^^Paton and Littleton, op. cit., p. 19.
1^William J. Vatter, "Accounting and Statistics," The Ac
counting Review, XXXVI (October, 19&1), 595-
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assume they have an inherent reliability that they may not in fact
possess.

jj! point of fact, accounting reports trill not even be

on descriptive level of abstraction in most situations.

That is,

they will not describe a single event, but will report a number of
similar events.
Moving upward from the descriptive level of abstraction are
various levels of inferential statements.

Inferential statements

abstract even fewer characteristics from the event and may combine
these characteristics with previously learned knowledge to reach
some conclusion.^

Actually, there can be any number of levels

of inference between the descriptive level and the judgment or
conclusion level, with each level abstracting fewer characteristics
and -combining those characteristics with different information at
each level.

Thus, when a judgment or conclusion is finally reached,

there may be varying degrees of fact remaining. 13
Accounting reports would appear to fit in somewhere within this
inferential range of statements.

That is, accountants prepare re-

19
ports from information provided them from various sources, ' so
they generally have no first-hand experience with the events being
reported.

Accounting Information is also prepared by combining

facts of various types and reporting the combined facts as a single

l6Ibid., p. 589.
^Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. ^44.
^^Weinberg, ojc. cit. , p. 32.

1°
'Below, p. 120.

fact.

For example, depreciation, as reported, contains elements

of (1 ) wear and tear, (2) deterioration and decay, (3) damage or
destruction, (h) inadequacy, and (5) obsolescence.^

Thus, the

"fact” of depreciation is in reality the result of a number of events
at the fact-event level.

This is not a criticism of accounting

reports, because this method is the only way of communicating infor
mation of any type.

Accountants (and others) should be fully

conscious, however, that they are dealing with inferential state
ments .
The second use of higher order abstractions is in the realm
of naming and classifying things.

For example, something happens

and it is observed at the objective level.

The observer gives the

"picture” in his head a name; he is thus classifying that object
according to his previous experience. 21
An accountant does exactly the same tiling in the accounting
process.

For example, let us look at an ordinary credit sale from

the point of view of the abstracting process.
An event occurs and certain characteristics of that evfent
are observed at the object level.

The accountant, looking for

some type of transaction, examines the "picture" in his mind and
decides it has the characteristics of a sale.
the name given to the event.

Thus, "sale" becomes

From this sale, the accountant abstracts

20Wilbert E. Karrenbrock and Harry Simons, Intermediate
Accounting (Third Edition; Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing
Company, 1958)» P» ^80*
21Above, p. 27.

certain characteristics to enter into the accounting records.

First,

under accounting conventions, there has been revenue realized, so
the accountant enters into a journal a "sale" and the monetary amount
ot the sale.

An "account receivable" has also been created, so this

characteristic is recorded, along ■with the monetary value.

These

are the characteristics that would be recorded generally, but these
are not the only characteristics of that event.

For example, that

event reduced the merchandise inventory of the firm; goodwill may
or may not have been created by that event; and the firm may have
profited or had a loss on that sale.

All of these characteristics,

and others, could be abstracted and reported, but accountants have
chosen not to abstract such characteristics from each event.

In

stead they abstract only a select few (not one characteristic, as
one writer recently wrote^) characteristics, and later on they
infer some of the other characteristics (such as profit or loss,
reduction in inventory, etc.) from these recorded characteristics.
When the accountant labelled the above transaction, he classi
fied it into some category (or categories).

By abstracting still

fewer characteristics, the accountant can classify the event into
still different categories.

For example, using the "account re

ceivable" classification, we can illustrate this notion.
The preceding example of one account receivable is repeated
a great number of times during an accounting period.

Each transaction

^David H. Li, "The Semantic Aspect of Communication Theory
and Accounting," Journal of Accounting Research, I, No. 1 (Spring,
1963), 10h.
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occurs and selected characteristics from it are labelled "account
receivable."
e v e n t s . 23

Thus, the same name is given a number of different

Xt is an important point to remember in evaluating ac

counting information that the information is about different events
even if they have the same label.
After.the first verbal level (naming), by abstracting fewer
characteristics, the second level, of higher order abstractions is
reached —

the group classification "Accounts Receivable."

This

classification has the same name, but it is on a different level
of abstraction.

Accounts Receivable,,,,.,,,,,
account. is not identical with

account receivable^, account receivablegi • • • account receivablen ,
but it is a classification that includes characteristics from those
events.
Abstracting further, and combining with other accounts, there
is the classification of "Current Assets."

Thus, still fewer of

the characteristics of the event are included in this classifi
cation —

only those that are similar to other events which have

occurred and produced characteristics that are included in the
category of Current Assets.
Omitting still more characteristics and the "account receiva
ble" is included in "Total Assets."

At this level of abstracting,

most of the characteristics of that individual "account receivable"
have disappeared, and accountants-generally stop abstracting.

Even

so, it would be possible to continue abstracting to the levels of

^Abova, p. 28.
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"wealth," "national wealth," and others, if necessary or desirable
for some purpose.
Summarizing briefly, this ladder of abstraction includes the
following levels:

(1 ) the event, (2 ) the object level —

transaction,

(3) account receivable, (^) Accounts Receivable, (5) Current Assets,
(6 ) Total Assets, (7) wealth, (8 ) national wealth, (9) etc. —

to

indicate that the levels can continue if needed.
This ladder of abstraction is not the only one that could be
constructed from that one basic event.

At each level, different

character!sties could have been abstracted for a different classifi
cation at the next leyel.

For example, from the first verbal level

(the account receivable), abstracting certain characteristics —
such as its not being a tangible, physical thing and its conferring
a right to payment to the firm —

could have caused the accountant

to classify those characteristics as an "Intangible Asset .11 Ac
countants do not classify account receivables as intangible assets,^
but this illustrates the point that no matter which classification
is used, there are other characteristics that indicate another
classification might be used.
Other transactions can be abstracted in the same manner indi
cated for an account receivable.

For example, a typewriter owned

by a firm can be classified as follows (using the abstracting
process):

typewriter, office equipment, Fixed Asset, Total Asset,

^Howard S. Noble and C. Rollin Niswonger, Accounting Princi
ples (Eighth Edition; Cincinnati: South-¥estern Publishing Company,
19&L), P- W .

etc.

On the other hand, the following ladder of abstraction might

be more appropriate if the firm sells typewriters:

typewriter,

merchandise inventory, Current Assets, Total Assets, etc.
Notice that we have not offered any new classification in this
discussion.
decades.

Accountants have been using these classifications for

We submit, however', that this is a new method of arriving

at the reported classifications and that this method will improve
the accountant's thinking and communicating ability.

For example,

this method causes the accountant to think in terms of a process
reality; it prevents him from making harmful identifications —
that is, when he is discussing office equipment, his mind would go
down the ladder of abstraction and he would think typewriter-[,
typewriter, desk^, and deskg even though he might not specify them
in the discussion.

This would improve his communicating ability

because the accountant would be aware of the difference between
this year's total office equipment of $2500, for example, and last
year's total of $ 2500, and he could touch on this difference if it
were important.

For example, $2500 dollars of office equipment

might be normal for a firm of a given size, but if that total
includes a surplus of filing cabinets and' a shortage of typewriters,
that might be significant enough to report.

At least, by following

the abstracting process, the accountant would be aware of the differ
ence and could make an informed decision about it.
Summarizing briefly, we have submitted that the abstracting
process is particularly applicable to accounting.

Using ardunder-

standing the abstracting process, accountants will have a clearer
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understanding of how accounting classifications are derived.

Better

communications will result also, because no one trill expect "facts"
in an accounting report and so will evaluate the information in a
report more carefully.

Knowing that accounting information is on

an inferential level, accountants and analysts will make the neces
sary adjustments to properly interpret the data provided in the
reports.

III.

EXTEN3ZONAL DEVICES IN ACCOUNTING

The discussion above indicates the process by which accounting
information is derived.

This information provides a guide to the

process reality that makes up an entei-prise1s existence —
in effect, a map of the financial structure of the firm.

it is,
From our

previous discussion, it is obvious that this map cannot include
everything; therefore, providing a map is not the end of the com
munication process.

This map must be evaluated and interpreted.

As Professors Mason and Davidson point out, accounting "should never
be considered an end in itself.

It should, instead, be viewed . . .

as a means of providing information."^

And two other writers

commented that what is transmitted by an accountant "is a codified
message, awaiting for accurate interpretation by the destination."*
While this chapter is not on the interpretation of accounting
information, there are some General Semantic devices that can help

^Mason and Davidson, o£. cit. , p. 2.
^Bedford and Baladouni,

£.

0

cit., p. 656 .
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evaluate accounting information from a more realistic standpoint.
That is, these devices are designed to orient the user to a process
reality; they help make the structure of accounting language and
reports fit the process structure of an entity's reality.

Dating
As indicated in the discussion above, accounting events occur
in a process reality; i. e., an environment that is constantly
changing.

But accounting reports (in common with all other reports)

cannot indicate this changing process.

At best, "a financial state

ment turns out to be an approximate picture, . . .

a picture of a

theoretically frozen moment in the life of a moving business."27
And this "still picture" contains information that "is all over
by the time it is reported. . . . We can never have an up-to-date
picture of any phase of a business because changes are taking place
while we are investigating."25

Nothing can change the report itself

from its fixed, static state, but the evaluation of the report can
be done from a dynamic point of view.
The ertensional device of dating can help to make the accounting
i

information conform to the process reality it represents.

Dating

reminds that reported events are not the same as current events,
and that current events are not the same as future events.

For

example, dating of assets would remind one that reported assets in

^Sommers, o£, cit., p. 22. *
^ Ibid., p. 23.
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different periods are different.

If a firm reports $50,000 of

accounts receivable in two consecutive periods, it does not mean
that they are the same accounts.

One period might have accounts

that are 99$ collectible, while the following period might have
accounts that are only 75$ collectible.

A recession, a new group

of credit customers, a new credit manager, or a number of other
factors might cause such a situation; but the point here is that
by dating those accounts receivable, an analyst would not expect
the assets to be identical.

The analyst would not only expect them

to be different, he would look for that difference.
Dating accounting information would also remind that the causes
for a particular situation are subject to change.

For example,

a firm may have had accumulating inventories in two different periods.
The cause in one period could be that sales were reduced below expec
tations, and in the other period, the cause might be that production
was increased in order to accumulate inventories.

Here again, dating

would warn the analyst to look for different causes, rather than
expect the same cause and effect in different.situations.
One of accounting's most irksome problems is the changing
value of the dollar.

Various price indexes have been developed,

but as Paton and Dixon point out:
Any index that may be prepared . . . is subject to
objection. The movement of prices — and the re
sulting change in the buying power of the dollar —
does not have precisely the same significance to any two
individuals or business entities.29

^9paton and Dixon, op. cit., p. 773*
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Thus, there appears to be no completely satisfactory solution to
the problem.

However, the device of dating does offer an approach

to the problem.
Since each individual must gain his own significance from
the changing price level, if he knows the date of the event or thing
he is evaluating, he can make his own adjustments to the data in
terms of the monetary value as of that date.

For example, a balance

sheet may show land valued at $306*0 and a building valued at $8000,
These values are almost meaningless unless the reader knows when
they were assigned to those assets.

But the simple addition of a

date to each amount will give the reader much more information, and
he can then assign meaning and significance to those assets.

Of

course, it would be an impossible and unwieldy task to assign a
date to every asset and every event included in an accounting report.
But dating just, the major items would greatly increase the signifi
cance of the information.

And in addition, the reader of the report

should be mentally dating everything he reads, at least approxi
mately, in order to keep the process point of view in mind.

It is

submitted that this device of dating accounting information will
help the accountant and the analyst make a dynamic evaluation of
accounting data.

■.

Indexing
Accounting is concerned with a vast number of unique facts,
events, and things.

But accounting does not —

and cannot convey
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the Individuality of all these things.

As Professor Littleton points

out, "Accounting records, classifies, compresses, simplifies, a mass
of detail into a few understandable, related totals, and sub-totals.
Accounting then is a mechanism that makes an unintelligible mass of
detail intelligible."30

in terms of the abstracting process, charac

teristics from these things are omitted as they are classified and
reclassified at higher and higher levels.
But these things retain their individual characteristics, and
often It is "the characteristics left out that really attracts our
interest and attention."3^

For example, a report may indicate machinery

at some stated value, but an analyst —

and particularly management — '

would be interested in the individual machines; he would want to
know how modern, how efficient, and how useful they are to the firm.
In other words, the total amount is Important and conveys some informa
tion, but it is the individual machines that are truly significant.
It is in the individual machines that the extensional meaning of
the report is

f o u n d ,

32 an<} this is true of all the items in a report.

The extensional'device of indexing helps the accountant and the
analyst keep the importance of the individual item in mind.

The

class word "machinery" points to the similarity of various items
included in that category, but the addition of an Index, such as
"machineryi" or "machineryp^Q^," points to the differences in those

3°Littleton, op. cit., p. 13.
3^Above, p. h0.
3-Above, p. 50.
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individual machines.

This device may also be applied mentally to

indicate the important uniqueness of each item.

Hyphen

General Semanticists point out that nothing in nature stands
alone; everything is related.
ing.

This concept also applies in account

In the business situation-as-a-whole‘, which accounting attempt

to portray, all of the events included in accounting reports are
related; they all contribute toward the success or failure of a
business,,

For example, profit is not determined by revenue or cost;

it Is determined by the two in combination.

The extensional device

of a hyphen is used to show the relatedness of things that are
verbally separated, but which cannot actually be separated.
we should say —
revenue-cost.

or at least think —
(The

Thus,

that profit is determined by

is a hyphen and not a minus sign).

Other elements of a business should also be thought of in terms
of relatedness.

This way of thinking prevents elementalistic think

ing, which is defined as extricating one element of a broad
situation-as-a-whole and isolating that element from the rest of the
situation.33

The hyphen serves as a mental indicator or warning

to connect separate elements and think of them in terms of the
situation-as-a-whole.

33Above, p. 41.
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Quotes
General Semanticists recommend using the extensional device
of quotes on the silent level (l) to keep us from forgetting that ■
every class word is an abstraction, (2) to help us remember that
communication is always approximate, and (3 ) whenever we use a word
that is likely to have a different meaning to the receiver (in this
case, we should also physically use
course, is filled with class words.

quotes).

3*1 Accounting, of

Every time such a word is used

or read, quotes should be mentally placed around it to indicate
characteristics have been omitted from the fact-event, and that we
need to go back down the ladder of abstraction in order to get the
most meaning from the word.
Accountants also use words with special meanings.

As Clapp

points out, "The accountants technical vocabulary comprises also
a group of words . . . which unfortunately may cause layman readers
. . . trouble.

These are words which are used today by everyone,.

but to which the . . .
ing. "35

accounting profession attaches special mean

The same writer goes on to say, "It might be more useful

to remember that the layman addressed may not know the special signi
fication which the familiar term is carrying."36

Thus, accounting

has a real need for this extensional device of quotes.

3**Above, p. ^2.
35john Mantle Clapp, Accountants1 Writing (New York;
Ronald Press Company, 19*18)» p. 29.
3%bid.

The

.10fj-

It is not necessary to fill accounting reports with quotes,
but what does appear essential is to train accountants and users of
accounting information to approach accounting words with mental
quotes.

This device will act as a warning that accounting terms

are "loaded" in the sense that they may have a meaning different
from that generally given the term.
This device can also act as a signal to accountants that what
they need to do "is to carry their word-consciousness a step further
and pay attention in their choice of words, to the mental habits
of layman

readers.

"37

Then, when a word is known to be i?dsleading,

and there is no suitable substitute, the accountant should enclose
that word in quotes.

This would warn the reader to look for a

special meaning in that word.
On the other hand, if users of accounting information con
sistently employed mental quotes in evaluating accounting data,
they would be aware of the dangers in class words, and these words
would not need the physical quotes as a warning.

To sum it up-

briefly, quotes can be a useful warning device in accounting at all
levels to watch for the inadequacies of the accounting language.

Etc.
The addition of etc. to a word or statement indicates that
that word or statement does not include everything that can be said
about the subject.

This device prevents dogmatic statements, because

37ibid., p, 27.
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the- "etc." is a constant reminder that language is an abstracting
process and no statement can ever be final.

This is especially

true in accounting.
Professor Littleton says that a ’’great deal of essential data
to guide decisions is beyond the ability of accounting to furnish."33
Another writer comments:
Accounting reports are limited to information that can
be expressed in monetary terms. Nothing in the accounts
explicitly describes personalities, the impact of outside
forces, or other nondollar information that is vital to
the complete understanding of a b u s i n e s s . 39
The same writer also points out that ’’some accounting figures are
influenced by future events which cannot conceivably be foreseen;
these figures are necessarily estimates."^

Therefore, these ac

counting reports should be analyzed with the ’’etc." in mind to
remind the analyst of the nonallness of the statement.
The addition of "etc.” to accounting statements would also
sound a warning against assigning any single cause as the cause of
some condition indicated in the report.

As Keyes points out, "No

matter what we say is ’the' reason for something, there are always
j>H
many underlying reasons that have been overlooked."'

3®A. C. Littleton, Essays on Accountancy (Urbana, 111.:
University of Illinois Press, 196177 P- 19*
-^Robert N. Anthony, Management Accounting (Homewood, 111.:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., i 960 ), p. 240.

^Ibid.
^1 Keyes, ojc. cit. , p. 3*
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Use of these five devices would tend to introduce process,
uniqueness, and relatedness into accounting.

Tiese devices are

designed to point beyond the data contained in accounting reports
to the underlying events which produced the data.

Continued use

of these devices would help the accountant and the evaluator of
accounting data to stop thinking in static, olementalistic terms,
and to start thinking in terras of a dynamic, process-oriented events.
In other words, these devices will help the user to become a nonAristotelian oriented evaluator.

IV.

SUMMARY COMMENTS

This chapter is concerned with certain aspects of General
Semantics as they apply to accounting.

The process of abstracting

accounting data from a process reality was examined.

Accounting

was also related to a process reality to indicate the basic nature
of its underlying data.

Several extensional devices were discussed

as they could be used to relate the structure of accounting language
and reports to the process events they represent.
It is submitted that this process-oriented view of accounting
is the proper one in the light of our present-day scientific know
ledge about the nature of reality.

It is also submitted that the

General Semantics methodology is a proper one for evaluating ac
counting information in a process-oriented accounting process.

CHAPTER V •
A C01MJNICATI0N MODEL OF ACCOUi-ITINCIn Chapter III various elements and phases of communication
are examined, and a generalized model of the communication process
i

is developed.

It is submitted that the process of accounting can

be related to, and explained by, this generalized model. .
This chapter is concerned -with an analysis of the various
elements of the communication model as they pertain to the account
ing process.

First, however, it will be necessary to extend the

definition of the accounting process as it is generally conceived
and understood.

It is submitted that the foil ox-ring explanation of

the accounting process is more indicative of the nature of a process
and offers a more unified conception of what a.dually occurs in
accounting than the traditionally conceived definition.

I.

THE ACCOUNTING PROCESS

The accounting process as traditionally conceived refers to the
steps and procedures involved in recording, classifying, and summa
rizing accounting data.

For example, Karrenbroclc and Simons say;

The accounting process . . . is composed of a number of
steps in well defined sequence. . . . these steps consist
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(1) The entry of the transactions in chronological
order in the books of original entry.
(2) The transfer of transactions as classified and
summarised in the journals to the appropriate accounts
in the ledgers.
(3) The preparation of a trial balance of the accounts
in the general ledger and the reconciliation of support
ing data in the subsidiary ledgers with respective con
trolling accounts.
(4) The compilation of the data required in bringing
the accounts up to date.
(5) Preparation of the work sheet.
(6) Preparation of the financial statements and
supporting sc hedule s.
(7) The adjustment of the accounts and the closing
of all nominal account balances.
(8) The preparation of a post-closing trial balance.
(9) The reversal of entries that were made to estab
lish accrued and prepaid income^and expense balances.~
Other writers generally agree with this position, although they may
refer to these steps as the "accounting c y c l e . T h u s ,

the account

ing process refers only to the rather formalized procedures involved
in preparing a select few general financial statements.
Other aspects involved in the general field of accounting are not
considered to be elements of the accounting process.

These aspects in

clude the business and cultural environment of the economic entity;
the preparation of special financial statements and management reports;
the analysis and interpretation of accounting information; and the
ensuing feedback from the recipients of the accounting information to
the business concern.

We subuit that such a limited and elementalistic

^Karrenbrock and Simons,
O

ojd.

cit.,

p.

117.

vf. H. A. Finney and Herbert E. i-Hller, Principles of
Accounting— Introductory (Fifth Edition; Englewood Cliffs, N. J.;
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957) > P* 50; and Anthony, ojp. cit., p. 105.
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conception of the accounting process leads to a misunderstanding of
the nature and purpose of accounting and to misevaluation of account
ing data.
Based on this elementalistic approach to acco'anting, the account
ing profession has compartmentalized much of the field and study of
accounting.

For example, accounting education stresses the con

struction of financial statements ard de-empha sizes other segments of
accounting.

As one "writer says in relation to the interpretive phase

of accounting:
There are books available on statement analysis, but for
the most part the businessman and the business student are
still invited to study bookkeeping and accounting to
appreciate how to use statements. As a result, many
learn much about construction, but only Incidentally
about interpretation.3
This does not mean that interpretation of accounting information is
not taught; only that it does not receive the attention it deserves. 4
Accounting textbooks and courses of study tend to separate the
field of accounting into distinct areas or segraents, and so, perpetuate
the elementalistic approach.

For example, elementary textbooks may

take a "managerial"approach, a "principles" approach, or a "financial"
approach as if they-were concerned with different processes.

There are

also courses of study in "cost accounting," "governmental accounting,11

-^Haz-ry G. Guthmann, Analysis of Financial Statements (Fourth
Edition; New York; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953)» P* idi.
^The recent emphasis on the managerial approach to accounting
has tended to correct this lack of attention. See Virgil Boyd and
Dale Taylor, "The Magic Words— 'Managerial Accounting,1" The Accounting
Review, XXXVI (January, 19&L), 109.
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“hospital accounting,11 "payroll accounting," "administrative account
ing," "accounting systems," "controllership," "budgeting and control,"
"statement analysis," "auditing," and others'.5 While there is
considerable merit in teaching these courses separately in order to
emphasize the distinct features of each area or phase, each of
these courses is concerned with a part of single overall process.
Both accountants and users of accounting information should be aware
of the overall process of accounting and where each of these courses
fit into that process.
What is needed is a formulation that provides for each of the
elements of accounting in a single, unified concept that does not
allow one element to overshadow any of the others —
important that one element is.

no matter how

Just as in the communication process,

no single element of accounting can properly be considered to the
exclusion of any —

or all —

of the other elements,0 We submit

that the elements discussed in the model below —

rather than the

traditional accounting process, which emphasized the construction
of accounting statements —

provide a more meaningful and unified

conception of the accounting process.
II.

ELEMENTS OF THE ACCOUNTING PROCESS

The generalized model of the communication process, which was
developed in Chapter III, contained the following elements:

Miss.:

(l) a

5Bulletin of the Mississippi State University (State College,
Mississippi State University, 1962), pp. 12^-26.
r

uAbove, p. 67.
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source, (2) an event, (3) an originator, (^) an encoder, (5) a
message, (6) a channel, (7) a receiver, (8) a decoder, and (9) feed
back.

Each of these elements are discussed below as they apply to

the accounting process.

Source
Accounting is concerned with the economic activities of a
specific unit or organization.

As Professors Noble and Niswonger

point out;
Accounting always applies to an economic organisation or
unit of society. Economic units include profit-making
businesses; governmental units, such as states, cities,
and school districts; consumers, such as families and
individuals; and other social organizations, such as
churches, hospitals, and clubs.7
Accountants refer to this unit or organization as an entity.8

Also,

another author tells us that "we must look at the transactions
which take place under one roof, whatever that roof might be."9
With this restriction, it is clear that the entity must be the source
of accounting information.

In the previous chapter, the source In

the communication process is Interpreted as being applicable to
an individual, a group, or an organization; thus, it is apparent
that, as applied to accounting, source refers to the accounting
entity.

7?Ioble and Niswonger, on. cit., p. 1.
a

Moonitz, o£. cit., p. 22.
°F. Sewell Bray, Four Essays in Accounting Theory (London:

Oxford University Press, 1953)t P-
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The boundaries of an accounting entity are variable and mu.st
be specified in order to identify the source of an accounting message.
For example, one writer says, "The focus of the accountant's activi
ties is the enterpi'ise for which he is accounting. . . .

The concept

of the entity is equally applicable to the incorporated and unincorpo
rated business enterprises."^

On the other hand, cost accounting

reports deal with "a particular process, job, service unit, or de
partment of the company.

Thus, there is an apparent conflict

here, if we accept the definition of an entity as being a "business
enterprise." Obviously, the problem here is a matter of the point
of view of the writers:

The first writer is limiting his definition

to "financial" accounting, while the second writer merely tells
the areas cost accounting covers, without specifying that these
areas are entities.

This illustrates the earlier point that ac

countants tend to compartmentalise accounting —

each area is

kept separate, even though, operationally, the areas may have many
common characteristics.

In the case at hand, there is a source

of accounting information in each instance.

Since the definition

of an entity already permits flexible boundaries between an incorpo
rated and an unincorporated business enterprise, why not allow the
boundaries to expand or contract as needed to encompass the source of
an accounting report.

In practice, accountants have done this; but

^Rufus Wixon (ed.), Accountants' Handbook (Fourth Edition;
New York: The Ronald Press Company, 19^0), p * 1-15.
11

Adolph Matz, Othel J. Curry, and George ¥. Frank, Cost Ac
counting (Second Edition; Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing
Company, 1957)* p. 7.

in theory and definition, very few accountants have acknowledged this
concept of an entity.

An exception is Professor Sewell Eray, who

says:
You can make the entity what you will. It may be a firm,
a person, or a company; it may be legal or domestic, a
group or an isolationist; it may ascend or descend the
hierarchy of economies to be limited at will by political,
geographical, industrial, or natural b o u n d a r i e s . ’ 2
Thus, an entity -with flexible limits may be considered acceptable,
but how may the limits of a specific entity be defined?
This writer submits that the criteria for defining the limits
of an accounting entity is found in the scope of the report.

If a

report is on the activities of a single department, then that depart
ment is the entity; if the report is on the activities of a particular
department plus selected activities outside that department, then
that is the entity; or if the report is on the activities of a multi
company corporation, then all of the" companies involved in that
report make up the entity.

This concept of an entity could con

ceivably include units that are not directly related, if the scope
of the report is their combined activities.

An example of this

situation might be the combined activities of an industry, or the '
combined activities of a number of firms in a given area, such as
a shopping center.

Thus, a report might be prepared for almost any

entity under this operational definition of an entity.
Hote, however, that this operational definition does not allow
the accountant arbitrariness.

The accountant must restrict an entity
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to what is needed for _a specific report. In other words, the ac
countant cannot (or

should not) decide on

flhis,f definition ofan

entity and use that

"entity" in all of his reports.

Does this approach place too much reliance on the accountant?
Probably not.

In the first place, the accountant does not generally

initiate accounting reports.

Ordinarily, the accountant prepares

reports after they have been requested (either directly; or in
directly through a standing order or custom —

such as annual re

ports), and the request '-rill define the entity, either expressly
or by implication.

For example, a request for a cost breakdown

on a product would specify the limits of that product line, or give
some other point of

reference in order to

the second place, the accountant would

be

define the entity.In
in the same position as

any other report writer If he did initiate a report.

That is,

the report would have to specify exactly what was being reported
and why, and this would specify the limits of the entity.

As

Moonitz says, "Any report must identify clearly the particular'
unit or entity I n v o l v e d . 3
Based on this concept of an accounting entity, and the previous
discussion of the occurrence of events,^ it appears reasonable to
say that the source of accounting communications is the entity.
other words, it is within the entity that the unspeakable events
occur which culminate in an accounting comuunication.

^hoonitz, op. cit,, p. 26.
^Above, p. 2

and p. 87.
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Event
The accounting entity is involved in a x-rorld of economic events.
As txro writers recently pointed out, "The world of a 'firm's economic
events is the totality of that firm's economic reality."^

Accounting

statements and reports are attempts to symbolize that reality at
some level of abstraction.
As discussed in the previous chapter, these economic events
occur at the unspeakable, unsensible level.

1£

Accountants perceive

characteristics from these events at the objective level and refer
to them, as transactions.
A transaction has been defined as "an action that results in
a change in the assets, the liabilities, or the proprietorship of
a business. "**7

Another xxriter agrees when he says, "An accounting

transaction arises as a result of any act that affects the amount,
1P
nature, or composition of a company's assets or equities."10

These

broad definitions indicate that any economic event which affects
a company's assets or equities might be considered a transaction.
Other accountants, however, restrict the definition of a transaction
to certain types of economic events.

For example, Noble and Niswonger

say that "a transaction is the occurrence of an event or of a condition

^B e d f o r d and Baladouni, op . eit., p. 65^-.
^Above, p. 87 .
^Karrenbrock and Simons, oid. cit., p. 63 .
^R obert E. Seiler, Elementary Accounting (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles S. Merrill Books, Inc. ,' I 9S 3) 1 P» 27*

that must be

r e c o r d e d . "^9

Professor Littleton says that "trans

actions are economic facts . . . expressed quantitatively in
prices."2*^ This point of view is accepted by Professors Paton
and Dixon:

"Accounting deals almost exclusively with data that

can be measured and reported in monetary terms."-^

Thus accountin

is concerned only with those economic events that are expressible
in monetary terms, and which affect the assets or equities of the
entity.
Accounting transactions provide the basic data for all types
of accounting reports.

For example, a management report might be

concerned only with events occurring within the entity, while the
general financial statements are concerned with events occurring
within the entity and events occurring between that entity and
others.
ports.

The transaction is the basic event for both types of re
As Professor Bray points out, accounting transactions are

"by nature either real or financial, actual between two entities
or imputed in the accounts of one entity.1,22 Therefore, it can be
concluded that the basic event of accounting communications is an
economic event which affects the assets or equities of an entity.
Such basic events are referred to as transactions.

^9jv]oble and Niswonger, op. cit., p. 8.
Littleton, Structure of Accounting Theory, p. 10.
oi

Paton and Dixon, o£. cit., p. 4.

"Bray, Four Essays, p. 3*
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Originator
In the communication process, communications are originated
by someone who perceives an event and decides that information from
that event should be conveyed to someone else.^

In accounting,

the same function must be performed before reports are formulated.
There is no single individual, or position, that performs that
function in accounting, however.

For example, a department head

might want a cost analysis of his department activities and request
such a report; or the treasurer of a company might request an
income statement for a particular period; or the controller might
see the need for a special report for all departments.

Each of

these people would be considered the originator of that report.
It can be seen from the above that there can be no definitive
answer as to the originator in the accounting process.

In practice,

the originator could be anyone with the authority to request an ac
counting report.

Of course, in a given instance, the originator of

an accounting message could be determined; but that individual
would be the originator only in that situation, and not in others.
Therefore, for purposes of this study, the originator in the ac
counting process is anyone who "sees11 a need for an accounting report
and initiates the action which results in the formulation of such
a report.

^Above, p . 80.
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Encoder
Whenever an economic event has occurred and information from
that event is to be communicated, an accounting message must be
encoded.

In the accounting process, the role of the encoder is

performed by the a c c o u n t a n t . A s an encoder, the accountant must
abstract certain characteristics from the economic event and select
the symbols which will represent that event.

These symbols are a

code, or language, that the accountant uses to communicate account
ing information.’ .
Accountants have developed a special terminology to use in
accounting messages, and this terminology —

or technical language —

is designed to reflect the financial reality of a business entity.
Like all languages, however, accounting has certain limitations.
As Korzybski tells us, "If we reflect upon our languages, we find
that at best they must be considered only as maps."

26 And a map is

nothing more than a guide in exploring the territory it represents.
Some of the limitations of the accounting language are that
(1) it contains many technical terms; and (2) it shares a number
of terms with our normal, everyday language, but accounting assigns

"■^Accountant is used in this section as a high order ab
straction, referring to a class of accountants rather than to an
individual.
25Above, p. 33*

^Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. 58.
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these terms special meanings.27

Tn encoding an accounting message,

the accountant should take these points into consideration.

As

Professor Kemp says, “The goal of financial statements is to relfeet
as nearly accurately as possible the financial facts of business
operation.“28

Bat, as Clapp points out, when using accounting

terminology, “it might be useful to remember that the layman ad
dressed may not know the special signification which the familiar
term is carrying."29
The accountant, following the abstracting process,-^ labels
the economic events with terms from his technical language.

These

terms are then further abstracted, reclassified, or summarized into
categories suitable for inclusion in a message.

The accountant

then arranges these categories so that they will convey the most
possible information, and he has completed the encoding phase.
In its simplest form, the above remarks indicate what happens
in the encoding phase.

However, there are a number of complicating

factors that should be pointed out.
involved in the encoding phase.

First, there may be many persons

For example, in a fairly large

firm, there are several bookkeepers and accountants.

Each of these

“^Weldon Powell, “Report on the Accounting Research Activities
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,“ The
Accounting Review, iQCXVI (January, 1961.), 31; also see John M. Clapp,
Accountants * Writing (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 19^8),
p. 27.
2®Kemp, ojc. cit., p. 129*
^Clapp, 0£. cit. , p. 29.

Above, p. 86.
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people is assigned certain duties and responsibilities.

They each

abstract data, encode it, and pass it on to the next level.

At this

next level, another person receives that data, decodes it, re-encodes
it along with other data, and passes it on again.

This may happen

several times in the course of preparing an accounting report or
statement.

In essence, there are a series of the basic communi

cation cycles occurring in the preparation of each report.

Also,

the accounting information is being reclassified at each level,
thus moving up the abstraction ladder to higher and higher orders
of abstraction.

The accountant who finally prepares the report,

therefore, is at a fairly high level of abstraction; and he must
prepare M s report at this high level, generally without any personal
knowledge of the actual events that took place.

It becomes apparent

that all accounting reports are made on the inferential level, and
that there is no such thing as a completely "objective" or "factual"
accounting report.-11
Another closely related factor is the fact that the accountant
(at any level) seldom has first hand knowledge of the event he is
reporting.

As Noble and Niswonger point out, "Most of the repre

sentatives of a business who enter into transactions with outsiders
are not responsible for the accounting records.

It is necessary,

therefore, that some evidence of transactions be provided as a basis
for the

r e c o r d s . "3^

Thus, the accountant must rely on the abstractions

J Above, p. 90.
3 % o b l e ,and Niswonger, op. cit., p. 8.
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of events by persons who may not be fully aware of accounting termi/

nology or of the charaeteristics which would most accurately describe
the event.

Certainly, this is partially offset by the facts that

such persons have at least a modicum of training.in recording such
events; that special forms, such as sales slips, invoices, vouchers,
and others, are provided for recording the information; and that
the accountants evaluate and/or investigate the data carefully
where required.

Nevertheless, this points up some of the diffi

culties faced by the accountant in the encoding phase.
It is in the encoding phase that the traditional concept of
the "accounting process" takes place; that is, the accumulation
of the data, recording, classifying, summarizing, preparing the
statements, etc.

Perhaps it is because of the difficulties faced

in this phase that the greatest emphasis lias been placed here by
accountants.

Nevertheless, this is but one phase in the overall

process of accounting.

Message
The product of the accountant's work -- or to put it differ
ently, the end result of the encoding phase -- is the accounting
message.

This message consists of an ordered sequence of symbols —

words and figures —

that represent certain economic facts and events.

As Professor Littleton say's, "They /accounting messages/ mark a
climax in the long process of classifying and compressing transaction
data."33

33Libtleton, Structure of Accounting Theory, p. ?7.
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Berio tells us that a message has .at least three factors which
may be analyzed:

(1 ) the message code, (2) the message content,

and (3) the message treatment.3^

The accounting message may also

be analyzed according to these three factors.
Hessage Code —

The code used in accounting is, of course,

the technical terminology used by accountants,

A code may be de

fined as "any group of symbols that can be structured in a way that
is meaningful to some person."25
describe a language:

Similar terms have been used to

"A vocabulary of signs and way of using it."3°

Therefore, accounting terminology qualifies as a code, or language,
even though it shares a number of symbols with our ordinary, every
day language.
Some of the problems of the accounting language were discussed
above.3?

In addition, the accounting language has the same limitations

as any other language.38

That is, accounting language does not

correspond to the structure of economic reality; there are more
things to be spoken about than there are words with which to speak
of them.

This is especially true of accounting because it relies

so extensively on class words —

words that represent categories

in which a great number of individual events have been included.

3^3erlo, op. cit., p. 5k.
33ibid., p , 57 .
3°Cherry, op. sit., p. ?.
^Above, pp. 118- 19.38Above, p. 33*
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Many of these individual events are included in a particular category
only because of a few —

perhaps, just one —

have in common with the other events in that

characteristics they
category.

29

The accounting profession has given a limited amount of attention
to the problem of accounting terminology.

For example, the AIGPA

Committee on Terminology lias attempted to clarify the use of some
accounting terms by suggesting definitions to a few of the more im
portant words.

While their pronouncements have been extremely

limited, this committee lias given formal recognition to the problem
of words in accounting:
As a field of activity or thought extends, and a need for
new modes of expression arises, the need may be met by the
development of new words, or by expanding the meaning of
words already in use. Either course has its dangers; in
the one case that of not being understood, in the other that
of being misunderstood. Where, as in the case of account
ing, the need arises from the growth of an old activity, the
second alternative is likely to be adopted more freely than
the first and the resulting danger of being misunderstood
is very real.~^
While no definition can exactly prescribe the meaning of a word,
this area of accounting terminology is one that ne eds considerable
research and study in order to improve accounting communications.
Message Content —

The content of an accounting message consists

of information about selected economic events.- Although accountants
attempt to be completely objective in their reports, there is still
a certain amount of selection involved.

As one writer pointed out:

^^Sommers, on. cit., p. 14.
tin
Re vx e-w and Resume, Accounting Terminology Bulletin, No. 1,
'
■ Review
op. cit., p. 32.
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T/fnen observed facts are reported, the reporter, whether he
knows it or not, to some extent selects the information he
reports. Out of all the possible details which he could
report, he selects x-rhat he regards as pertinent to a given
situation. To greater or lesser degrees in particular
situations, that selection is influenced by the reporter's
particular bias or interests, from which, no reporter, no
matter hoxf hard he tries, can be completely free.41
In his more routine statements, such as a balance sheet or income
statement, the accountant is somewhat restricted in his choice of
reportable data.

Even in these statements, however, the accountant

has a certain freedom in selecting the information that is included
in the footnotes.

In other ‘
reports, the accountant is given more

freedom to select information.

For example, in cost reports, the

accountant includes any information that appears pertinent to the
problem.^

Thus, content is governed to some extent by the ac

countant in all of M s reports.
Note that it is information contained in the accounting message
and not meaning.

Our discussion of meaning indicates that meaning

is found in the evaluation of the information, and not as an in
trinsic part of the message itself.

As two 'writers recently

commented:
Meaning is something that is found within human organ
isms. . . .
If meaning did exist in messages and was
hence transferable from one human organism to another,
we would have little or no problem of communication.
But meanings are not found in words, statements, messages.
Thus, what the accountant is transmitting to the

41 Sommers, op. cit., p. 17'^Anthony, o£. cit., p. 'fio.
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destination is not meaning, but rather messages about a
f i m ' s economic status-and progress.
Therefore, the content of accounting messages is information about
economic events -within the accounting entity.
Message Treatment —

The treatment of accounting messages has

become, to a certain extent, rather formalized.

That is, the de

cisions the accountant makes in selecting
O and arranging
Q ^ both the
code and the content of the accounting message are generally influ
enced by accounting conventions or explicit directions in the
firm's manual of accounting methods and procedures.

But there is

generally some leeway allowed in a particular situation.
The accountant can usually choose terminology that will best
suit the receiver of the report; that is, he can use more techni
cal or less technical terms depending on his audience.

There is

some danger in overdoing the simplification of terminology.

Pro

fessor Littleton points out, "It is well to bear in mind the fact
that layman's language is not closely defined.

Too much translation

out of necessary accounting vocabulary may partially defeat- the
purpose of the message."^

Nevertheless, the accountant does have

some freedom in his treatment of the message code.
The structure of the message is also quite flexible.

Even the

more common accounting statements,' such as the balance sheet and the
income statement, may be prepared with different formats.^

^Bedford and Baladouni, o£. cit., pp. 656-57.
^Littleton, Structure of Accounting Theory, p. 7S.
^Sarrenbrock and Simons, ojo., cit., pp. 17-20,

-44.

The important thing to keep in mind in structuring a report is that
"reports , . . serve their communication function best when they
organise accounting data most understandably. . . .

The sub-groupin

of statement figures and the careful placement of the groups add a
great deal to u n d e r s t a n d a b i l i t y . T h e r e is a warning about
structure, however:

"Even the best technically arranged statements

are less readable than a purely verbal test,"^? and also,."the
reader must know what significance to attach to the placement it
self.

Thus, it is quite possible that some accounting state

ments can, or should be, prepared in regular report form in order
to convey the most information.

Other reports should continue

with their basic formats to keep from confusing the reader; but
even in those reports, the information can often be arranged in a
more meaningful manner for specific purposes.

The treatment of

accounting messages is an area that offers an accountant the oppor
tunity to use his imagination and ingenuity in communicating ac
counting information.

The accountant should keep the purpose of a

report in mind and arrange his data to fit that purpose.
These three factors —

code, content, and treatment —

to make up the accounting message.

Analysis of each of these

^Littleton, Structure of Accounting Theory, p. 7$,
^ I b i d ., p. 96.
48Ibld.. p. 78.

combine
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factors is needed to improve the message, and at the same time, to
improve the overall process of accounting communications.

Channel
The channel in the communication process refers to the means
or media by which a message is transmitted.

As discussed above,

the communicator may choose either aural or visual signals to carry
his message, and there is a variety of media to convey these
s i g n a l s .

^

Accounting, of course, could use most of these media

as a channel if it were desired.

But accounting messages are seldom

communicated via aural signals, although there are some exceptions
in.isolated instances.

Accounting messages are generally in some

written form, beginning with the recording of the original trans
actions which must be based on written

documentation.-^

From that

point on, accountants are expected to leave written traces of their
work so that their reports can be verified by other persons.
Accounting reports are transmitted through various media.

For

example, some statements are seen in newspapers; other reports
are distributed in magazine form as annual reports; other reports
are mailed individually, as required, to stockholders, bankers,
and others; and other reports are hand delivered within the firm
✓

to various personnel.

It can be concluded that the channel chosen

depends primarily on the user or users for whom the message is in
tended.

^Above, p. 62 .
-^Noble and Niswonger, op. cit., p. 8.
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Receiver
The receiver in human communication is the one to whom the
message is addressed or transmitted.

If we talk about effective

communications, "the receiver is the most important link in the
communication

process."51

The source should make each decision

with respect to each of the communication factors with the receiver
in mind:
When the source chooses a code for his message, he must
choose one which is known to his receiver. When the
source selects content to reflect his purpose, he selects
content that will be meaningful to his receiver. When he
treats the message in any way, part of his treatment is
determined by his analysis of his receiver’s communication
(decoding) skills, his attitudes, his knowledge, and his
place in a social-cultural content. The only justification
for the existence of a source, for the occurrence of com
munication, is the receiver, the target at whom everything
is aimed,52
One of the most important elements in communication theory is the
receiver —

the destination and the user of the message.

In accounting, the message may be transmitted to "management,
owners, creditors, and employees, as well as the government, trade
r*

associations, labor unions, and the public, "b-/ Accountants should,
of course, develop their messages with the receiver in mind.

As

Professor Singer says, accounting is "one response to a decision
maker’s needs, a response which is worthwhile only when the right

Berio, op. cit., p. 52.
5'-Ibid.
CjO

-'-‘'Sarrenbrock and Simons, ojo. cit., p. 2.
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question has been ^answeredj.

It does not foil or, however, that

a technical message, such as accounting reports, have to be written
down to the uninformed layman.

As Professor Kemp so aptly comments;

Financial statements are, after all, technical reports
rendered by members of the accounting profession. There
is no more reason to expect that the uninformed layman
should be able to understand these reports without com
petent professional assistance than that he should be
able to comprehend technical reports prepared by members
of any
Financial statements, then,
w other profession.
t*
shorid be directed toward the informed, competent reader. Pb
Obviously, no single message that is directed to a vast segment of
.society which consists of persons with varying knowledge and ex
periences can completely satisfy the needs of each one.

One possi

ble solution would be to develop a number of messages that contain
essentially the same information and distribute them according to
the user's capabilities.

This, of course, would be an overwhelming

task in many situations.
Another possible solution is to educate the user to know when
he needs assistance in interpreting the message.

That is, when the

message cannot be decoded by the receiver and meaning assigned to
it, the receiver should obtain assistance and have the message
translated into terms he can evaluate.
Probably, the practical answer lies in a combination of these
suggested solutions.

That is, accountants should vary their messages

b ^ r a n k A. Singer, "Management Accounting,11 The Accounting
Review, XXXVT (January, 1961), 113.
-^Kemp, ojo. cit., p. 132.

to meet the needs of different audiences, and receivers should
obtain assistance in interpretation whenever they need it.

Decoder
The decoder of a message can be —
ceiver of the message.

and usually is —

the re

In the case where the receiver is an organi

sation —

such as the government, a labor union, or a stock ex

change —

then someone must decode the message for the organization.

Also, as pointed out above, some persons need assistance in de
coding a message.
Decoding refers to the process of analyzing the message, evalu
ating it, and assigning meaning to it.b^

In accounting, interpre

tation has long been considered necessary in order to obtain meaning
from a report.

For example, Mason and Davidson say, "Interpretation

deals with the general problem of making the reports more meaningful
of bringing out relationships and trends which make the reported
data more significant to the

u s e r . "5?

Interpretation, however,

is not as inclusive in its implications as the term decoding.

For

example, Karrenbrock and Simons say that "they /users/ have looked
to the accountant to develop analytical data."58

Of course, there

is nothing wrong in this, but this .just creates another message. De
coding refers to the process of getting meaning from a message; it

58Above, pp. 64-67*
57Mason and Davidson, 00, cit., p. 1.
5Siarrenbroek and Simons, op. cit., p. 828.
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is a function that must be performed before the communication be
comes effective.

Therefore, if the accountant prepares analytical

data, it may help the receiver, but it does not encompass the de
coding phase.
Decoding can be viewed from two perspectives.

One is that

decoding can be viewed as the same process as encoding.

The de

coder receives certain stimuli (the symbols), he then evaluates
these symbols in the light of his knowledge and past experiences,
and assigns some meaning to them.

Decoding might also be viewed

as the reverse of the encoding phase; that is, the decoder receives
the symbols, then attempts to mentally go down the ladder of ab
straction to the event in order to get the extensionai meaning in
the message.

In either instance^ decoding refers to the effort of

some person to attach some meaning to the message that has been
transmitted.

Feedback
The term feedback refers to the response that the source gets
from the receiver of a message.

In accounting, this concept has

not received the attention in research that it deserves.

Of course,

the accounting profession has developed to the point it has because
it lias perceived some feedback from the receivers of accounting
reports,

Otherwise, the profession would not ,ave known what was

needed, when it was needed, or who needed it.

Bu

generally, the

accountant has acted as if his job were completed when he prepared
and transmitted a particular report.

Actually, the accountant should not consider a communication
event complete until he has received some type of feedback.

As

pointed out above, feedback may result from either an overt or a
tacit response-59; so if the accountant "looks11 for feedback, he will
be able to judge the effectiveness of his messages in most instances
Feedback is an important element in communications because
it serves to complete a circular process and make communications
dynamic.

One communication event leads into another; one communi

cation event gives purpose and scope to the next.
Feedback is important in accounting, also.

Feedback to the

source gives information on the effectiveness of the report that
was prepared and transmitted.

Through feedback, the source can

learn if additional information is needed before the receiver can
reach a decision; through feedback, the accountant can learn what
additional data he should include in the reports in order to. ade
quately inform the receiver about economic events in the firm;
through feedback, accounting becomes a dynamic process with one
'report influencing the response of the receiver, and the response
influencing the next accounting report.

■Summary model
These nine elements —

source, event, originator, encoder,

message, channel, receiver, decoder, and feedback —
overall accounting process.

59Above, p. 66.

make up the

More importantly, these elements and
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their interrelationships offer a unified concept of the nature of
accounting.

Taken together, these elements include all of the

previously separated phases and segments of accounting so that
each area of accounting can be fitted into the model and pointed
in a common direction.
Summarising briefly, the accounting process can be described
in the following manner:

Hithin an accounting entity (scarce),

some economic event (event) occurs, which someone decides should
be coiiiiuunicated (originator).

The accountant (encode!’) abstracts

certain characteristics from the economic event —

a transaction,

symbolizes the event in words and figures, and arranges those symbols
into an orderly sequence (message), which he then puts into a report
and transmits (channel) to someone who needs or desires that infor
mation (receiver).

The message is then evaluated by the receiver

.

or someone else (decoder), who assigns meaning to the message and
makes some response (feedback) which the source can 'discern, and the
process can begin again.
This description of the accounting process is abstracted from
the process nature of accounting so that it appears that one cycle
of accounting communications must be complete before another can
start, but this is not true.

In actuality, these e c o n o m c events

occur in a constant stream, and the process of communicating about
them is a continuous process.

This continuous process has been

broken up in this study in order to show that accounting is an
orderly, serial process that should be considered in its entirety.

13^
Once accounting itself is visualized as a process, it is much
easier to relate accounting messages to a process reality and to
make dynamic evaluations of accounting data.

III.

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF A COMHUHICATIOHS APPROACH

While a communications approach to accounting helps to clarify
the process of communication for accountants, it also has certain
implications for accounting theory.

The model of the accounting

process developed above offers a unified framework within which
the basic nature of various "areas" of accounting can be explained.
For example, financial accounting, managerial accounting, governmental
accounting, hospital accounting, cost accounting, and others are
generally conceived by accountants (and particularly, by other
people) as being quite different in nature.

Soine accountants have

even proposed separate theories and principles for some of those
areas.

But these areas are basically quite similar; that is, in

each of these areas, the purpose is to collect, classify, and report
certain types of data about economic events within a given entity.
Therefore, each of these areas can be described or explained in
terms of the accounting process as discussed above; each of these
areas involve all of the elements of that process.
Budgeting also fits into this overall process, along with those
areas discussed above, but with a quite different point of view.
While the other areas are concerned with reporting past events for
information about past performance, to help in making decisions,
and to help in some minor predictions; budgeting is concerned with
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forecasting economic facts and events.

In a very real sense,

budgeting is a very high order abstraction; that is, the accountant
(forecaster) abstracts certain information from, various past economic
events, evaluates and draws inferences from that data, combines
those inferences "with information from other sources, draws still
more inferences, and so on up the ladder of abstraction until he
makes a judgment (not a conclusion) from those inferences.

This

judgment is a prediction of future events, or a plan to be followed
in influencing future events, that is based on the accountant*s
knowledge of past events.

Thus, from past events, a message is

encoded and transmitted to a receiver who will respond to that
message according to the way he evaluates it.

In the case of budget

ing, feedback assumes even greater importance in the communication
process, because the accountant is actively looking for responses
to his message so that he can evaluate the results and initiate
new messages to the receiver, If necessary, about the original
message (altering it,, correcting it).
Other areas of accounting also fit into the model.

For ex

ample, auditing is an integral part of the encoding phase.

As

indicated above, the encoding phase involves many people in the
course of developing the accounting message.

The auditor fits in

near the end of the encoding phase; he reviews the encoding phase,
draws Inferences -from the data in the message, and. includes _a
.1udgment in the accounting message.
opinion —

This judgment —

the auditor's

becomes a part of the accounting message for the receiver

to decode and evaluate along with the other information contained

13$
in the message.

Thus, auditing fills a small —

but very important —

segment of one of the accounting elements.
Statement analysis, of course, is primarily concerned with
the decoding phase of accounting coimuuiications, but not entirely.
Because the elements of accounting are interrelated to a considerable
degree, statement analysis really starts with the encoding phase.
As indicated above, the treatment of the accounting message varies.
The code and the content of the message are selected and arranged
with the user in mind; this helps the receiver analyze the message.
Therefore, statement analysis starts in the encoding phase, but
it is primarily done in the decoding phase where the decoder assigns
meaning and significance to the accounting message.
These comments indicate the unifying effects of the communi
cation approach to accounting.

This approach also suggests a sense

of direction for accounting theory.

For example, in cost accounting,

financial accounting, governmental accounting, etc., different
procedures and techniques are used depending on the type of entity,
and who the user of the accounting reports will be.

This is as

it should be, but the same thing holds true for two different enti
ties within one of those areas.

Therefore, instead of attempting

to develop "principles’1 of financial accounting, "principles" of
governmental accounting, "principles" of managerial accounting,
"principles" (rules) of cost accounting, and so forth; accountants
should attempt to develop principles of collecting economic data,
principles of classifying and summarizing economic data, and princi
ples of reporting economic data, and these principles should be

13?
based on an understanding of accounting as a dynamic process con
cerned with a process reality.

Within each of the "areas" of ac

counting differing procedures and techniques could be developed as
needed, but they would be based on the principles of accounting
as a whole.

It is not the purpose of this study to propose such

principles of accounting; this study is aimed at providing a frame
of reference and a sense of direction in which accounting theory
should. be moving.

It Is submitted that the communication approach

developed in this study provides such a frame of reference.

IV.

SUI-S1AR1 COI-HS'TTS

The basic hypothesis of this study is that accounting is a
communication function.

In this chapter, accounting has been re

lated to elements of the communication process, with the result
that accounting is presented as a unified, dynaraic discipline.
This communication frame of reference also provides a sense of
direction in which accounting theory should move in order to make
accounting what it should be —
dynamic reality.

a dynamic process concerned with a

CHAPTER VI

S W A R T AMD CONCLUSIONS
The basic hypothesis of this study is that accounting is a
communication function, and as such, that it can be related to and
explained within, a communication frame of reference.

The approach

of tills study is to examine the process of communication in order
to develop a model that contains elements which are applicable to
accounting.

A survey is made of the areas of General Semantics

and communication theory in developing this .hypothesis; and an
attempt is made to orient accounting to a process point of view
such as is found in those two disciplines.

The Communications Frame of Reference
Accounting has long been recognised as a form of communi
cation —

that is, as a discipline which provides economic infor

mation to various persons.

Accountants, however, have tended to

explain the nature of accounting in economic and statistical terms.
Econo.iic terms are used because the subject matter of accounting is
economic data; statistical terms because accountants use various
statistical orocedures and devices in the course of their work.
*■
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This study recognizes the vital role that both economics and
statistics play in accounting, but neither of these disciplines
offers a unified framework in which all of the various areas of
accounting can be explained.

On the other hand, the communication

process offers a framework that is excellent for explaining the
overall process of accounting.
Based on research in communication theory, a generalized model
of the communication process is developed for purposes of this
study.

This model abstracts those elements from the process of

communication that appeared pertinent in discussing the accounting
process.

These elements are (1) source,

(^) encoder,

(5 ) message,

(6 ) channel,

(2) event, (3) originator,

(7) receiver,

(8 ) decoder,

and (9 ) feedback.
In the past, certain elements of this model have been stressed
to the point of almost entirely excluding the others.

For example,

the vast majority of accounting thought and research has been con
centrated on two of these elements —

the encoder and the message.

In accounting terminology, these two elements comprise the accountan
and his function of recording, classifying, and summarizing ac
counting data, and preparation of accounting reports.

Other element

have either been considered separately or not at all.
From the communication point of view, all of these elements
combined make up the process of coromunication.

The elements,

considered separately, give a very incomplete picture of the complex
nature of communication.

Also, when only one element (or a few of

them) is considered, the vital interrelationships of the elements

1^0

are omitted.

It is the interrelationship of these elements that

gives communication its dynamic and process character —

each element

depends on all of the others in order to perform its function.
Accounting can also be considered in terms of this communi
cation model.

To do so, however, requires considerable change in

the orientation a person has toward accounting.

Orientation Toward Accounting as a Process
Accounting has traditionally been conceived as consisting of
several areas that are more or less distinct from each other.

For

example, when "accounting" is mentioned, it often refers only to
the recording, classifying, summarising, and reporting of account
ing data.

"Statement analysis" is treated as if it were a separate

area outside of accounting.

Other areas are similarly isolated

in the thinking of many people.
This type of thinking —

elementalistic and static —

an injustice to the discipline of accounting.

does

Such thinking causes

many people to think of accounting as only record-keeping, but
accounting is more than that; it is a dynamic discipline that
provides essential information to many people through its function
of communicati on.
In this study, the conception of accounting as a process is
developed.

Based on a model of the communication process, account

ing is discussed as a serial process consisting of several elements
with, each element, like a link in a chain, being essential to the
overall process.
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The process of accounting, as discussed in this study, con
sists of the following elements:
entity;

(2) event —

transaction;

(l) source —

the accounting

some economic fact or event observed as a

(3) originator —

someone who perceives a need for

information about certain economic events;

(4) encoder —

the ac

countant -rho, along with the bookkeeping department and others,
abstracts characteristics from the economic events and encodes
them in accounting terminology;

(5 ) message —

the financial re

port or statement which conveys information about the economic
event(s);

(6 ) channel —

is transmitted;

the method and media by which the message

(7) receiver —

counting information;

the addressee or user of the ac

(8 ) decoder —

the person (generally the re

ceiver) who evaluates the message and assigns some meaning or
significance to it; and (9 ) feedback —

the information that the

source perceives from the response of the receiver.

It is sub

mitted that all of these elements are a part of the accounting
process, and that accounting should be viewed in terms of these
combined elements, rather than in terms of one or more of the
elements.

This point of view leads to the notion that accounting

is a process and not a group of separate and distinct areas.

Toward a Hon-aristotelian Svaluation of Accounting Data
This communications approach to accounting offers many ad
vantages to the accounting discipline.

In the first place, adequate

consideration given to all of the elements T-ri.ll improve the ability
of the accountants to communicate accounting information.

Other
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advantages include the fact that the users of accounting information
will become more aware of the limitations of accounting data and m i l
evaluate it more carefully.
In this study, the system of General Semantics is discussed
at some length.

This system of thought and evaluation was developed

in the light of the modern scientific view of reality.

According

to General Semanticists, reality should be viewed and evaluated as
a process.

This means that everything in nature is constantly chang

ing; nothing stands still.

This constant change is true for both

tangible and intangible things; therefore, all evaluation should
take this change into consideration.
General Semantics offers some techniques to help in orienting
us toward this process viewpoint.

First, the perception of events

is viewed as an abstracting process.

That is, only a few of the

infinite number of characteristics of an event can be perceived
by an individual.

Even fewer characteristics are selected when the

event is symbolised with words or other symbols.

This awareness

of the omission of characteristics orients the observer toward the
process nature of events; he can then evaluate information from that
event with due regard for the change that has already occurred, and
that will occur, in that event.
The abstracting process also points up the symbolism of words —
they are only a representation of the event and have no meaning in
themselves.

Recognition of the inadequacies of words leads the user

to look to the event for the true meaning of the information in the
word —

in other words, to become e'ctensionally oriented.

1^3
This non-aristotelian approach to a process reality thus assumes
great importance to the person who must evaluate woi’ds or other
symbols in order to learn about events of which he has no direct
knowledge.

Knowing that the symbols are only representations of the

actual event, the evaluator can introduce process, uniqueness, order,
and relations in his evaluations so that his interpretations will
correspond to reality.

Several semantic devices —

dating, indexing,

hyphen, quotes, etc. —

are used to help make a language correspond

to the structure of reality, thus making evaluations of information
more meaningful and more realistic.
In accounting, this non-aristotelian approach can be particu
larly useful.

Many of the people who evaluate accounting data have

no first-hand experience of the events that are being reported.
Thus, these people should evaluate those events with due regard
for the inadequacies of any symbols in representing an event.

Ac

counting reports particularly need careful evaluation in this respect
because accounting t e r m s a r e g e n e r a l l y fairly ’
n igh order abstractions
(class words that represent a large number of unique events).
Therefore, it is suggested that accountants and users of accounting
information should adopt the non-aristotelian methodology of General
Semantics in order to make accounting information conform more
closely to the economic reality that it represents.

G onclusions
The findings of this study would seem to indicate that ac
counting is a communication function, and as such, that accounting

1^4

should be viewed within a communication frame of reference.

Such

a communication frame of reference leads to the rather obvious
conclusion that accounting itself is a process consisting of several
interrelated elements that should be considered as a whole.

Ac

counting information is also a symbolic representation of the eco
nomic events of some accounting entity; as such, it requires careful
evaluation in order to obtain realistic meaning about those events.
The system of General Semantics offers techniques and devices that
appear significant in the evaluation of accounting data; these
concepts lead to viewing accounting as a process discipline con
cerned with, a process reality.

It is concluded that this point of

view most accurately describes the nature of the accounting disci
pline .
It is suggested that the communication frame of reference
provides a sense of direction for accounting theory.

This frame

of reference might serve as a basis (l) for additional research
toward a general theory of all of accounting and (2) for the re
finement of the present structure of accounting theory.
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